By email:
Our Ref: SIR144895/A2241868

25 April 2017

Dear
Information Request – Acoustic Deterrent Devices, Predator Control and Salmon Farms
Thank you for your information request, which we received on 27 February. We have
considered your request under the Environmental Information (Scotland) Regulations 2004
(‘the EIRs’).
You asked us for information on acoustic deterrent devices, predator control and salmon
farms since 1 January 2016.
1. A date of mid-February 2017 was provided for the next meeting (SNH and SSPO
Industry Workshop on ADDs). Please provide notes and information surrounding that
meeting and any others since 1 January 2016 - including any other information relating
to the ADD Workshop on 13 December 2016.
We have carried out a detailed search of the information we hold, and copies of the
relevant documents are attached along with this letter.
Please note that we have marked out (redacted) some personal data in the
documents. Releasing this personal data into the public domain in response to an
information request would breach the Data Protection Act 1998. We are therefore
withholding the information under EIRs Regulation 11(2) (Personal data).
2. Please include in the FOI reply correspondence any information on the issue of ADDs
and salmon farms - in particular in relation to SACs, the harbour porpoise and noise.
Please refer to the attached documents.
Some of the correspondence we hold that falls within the scope of this part of your
request relates to planning applications made through the public planning system, and
there is too much information for us to be able to provide it all to you. It would take an
excessive amount of staff time to deal with this part of your request and the scale of
the task is too big for us to be able to deal with. It would not be in the public interest
for SNH to divert such a significant amount of our staff time to this work as it would
impede our ability to carry out our other statutory duties.
The planning applications and our planning responses are already in the public
domain. We have therefore compiled a list of the relevant planning cases – please
can you review the publicly available information and then let us know if there is a
specific case, or cases, you would like to ask for any additional information on.
Scottish Natural Heritage, Battleby, Redgorton, Perth, PH1 3EW
Tel 01738 444177 Fax 01738 458611 www.snh.org.uk

Please note that we have again marked out (redacted) some personal data in the
documents. Releasing this personal data into the public domain in response to an
information request would breach the Data Protection Act 1998. We are therefore
withholding the information under EIRs Regulation 11(2) (Personal data).
We have redacted some information in the documents, and we have not provided
some of the information we hold. We have not provided a copy of a presentation
made to a meeting of the Salmon Aquaculture and Seal Working Group (SASWG) and
references to it, or copies of correspondence relating to a proposed device
trial/application for a European Protected Species (EPS) licence.
The information noted above is commercially confidential. It was provided to SNH in
confidence, and this duty of confidence relates to a number of legitimate economic
interests. Disclosing the information into the public domain in response to an access
to information request would be likely to cause substantial harm to those legitimate
economic interests. We are therefore withholding the information under EIRs
Regulation 10(5)(e) (Confidentiality of commercial or industrial information).
We have concluded that, in this case, it is not in the public interest for SNH to release
information that would harm legitimate economic interests; it is in the public interest for
us to maintain the confidentiality in which the information was provided to us.
5. Please provide copies of any drafts reports, brochures, briefing notes, PowerPoint
presentations, photos and any other documents relating to this FOI request since 1
January 2016.
This part of your request is too broad for us to be able to carry out meaningful
information searches. Please can you review our responses to the other parts of your
request; could you then let us know if you are interested in further, specific,
information?
6. Please also include information on the killing and shooting of seals by salmon farms including any information relating to a possible US ban on farmed salmon imports and
on killing in SACs.
Please refer to the attached documents.
Some of the information we hold relates to seal licence applications made through the
licencing system introduced by the Marine (Scotland) Act 2010, and there is too much
information for us to be able to provide it all to you. It would take an excessive amount
of staff time to deal with this part of your request and the scale of the task is too big for
us to be able to deal with. It would not be in the public interest for SNH to divert such
a significant amount of our staff time to this work as it would impede our ability to carry
out our other statutory duties.
There is some information about seal licences in the spreadsheets attached along with
this letter. Please can you review that information, and then let us know if you are
interested in more specific information about a particular licence.
We do not hold any information relating to a possible US ban on farmed salmon
imports and on killing in SACs. I therefore need to advise that EIRs Regulation
10(4)(a) (Information not held) applies to this part of your request.
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How We Handled Your Request
We believe you have asked for environmental information as defined in the Environmental
Information (Scotland) Regulations 2004 (‘the EIRs’), so we are dealing with your request
under those regulations. To be able to use the EIRs, we must apply an exemption under
section 39(2) of the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002 (‘FOISA’). The Scottish
Information Commissioner’s guidance recommends that public authorities apply this
exemption to environmental information and handle requests under the EIRs.
If you would like to find out more about the access to information legislation there is a
guidance booklet available on the Scottish Information Commissioner’s website:
http://www.itspublicknowledge.info/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.aspx?lID=5487&sID=5024.
Review and Appeal
I hope this information meets your requirements but if you are dissatisfied with how we have
responded to your information request, please write to us within 40 working days explaining
your concerns. You can contact us at Battleby, Redgorton, Perth, PH1 3EW or email us at
foi@snh.gov.uk. Our Director of Policy and Advice, Andrew Bachell, or his nominated
delegate, will carry out a review of our response and contact you with their findings within 20
working days.
If you are not satisfied following this, you can make an appeal to the Scottish Information
Commissioner. The Scottish Information Commissioner can be contacted at:
Scottish Information Commissioner
Kinburn Castle
Doubledykes Road
St Andrews
Fife
KY16 9DS
Online appeal service: www.itspublicknowledge.info/Appeal
Website: http://www.itspublicknowledge.info/
Telephone: 01334 464610
Yours sincerely

Rhoda Davidson
Rhoda Davidson
Information Officer
FOI@snh.gov.uk
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MINUTES - SNH / MS DISCUSSION ON ADDs AND EPS : Tue 8 November 2016
11.30 – 15.30. Silvan House meeting room 2, Edinburgh
Attendees:
SNH: Cathy Tilbrook (Chair); George Lees; Suz Henderson; Liam Wright; Caroline Carter;
Karen Hall.
MS:
(t/c for part)
Apologies:
(all MS).
Aims:
- To reach an agreed policy position on requirement for EPS licensing for use of ADDs
in aquaculture.
- To discuss and agree approaches to monitoring and regulating the use of ADDs
within the Inner Hebrides and the Minches cSAC.
1.

Intro / context to ADD/EPS Issue
 CT explained context and objectives for meeting, including summary of previous
(April 2015) meeting and recent developments such as harbour porpoise cSAC
and aquaculture consents review. CT concluded that SNH recognises that it is for
MS / SG to determine their approach on this issue, but that SNH requires a clear
and formal policy statement that sets out the government position, especially
where this seems to diverge from published guidance.
 CC delivered short presentation, providing background and recent research on
the issue of ADDs and aquaculture, including:
o Diversity of applications for ADDs
o Maps illustrating the range of audibility of ADDs in NW Scotland, and
increasing persistent detection over last decade
o Areas within cSAC which recent studies have identified as being
ensonified
o Ranges of audibility of differing ADDs.

2.

EPS Legislation and MS Marine EPS Guidance
 CT suggested it would help to re-visit the decision-making flowchart in the MS
Marine EPS guidance and offered SNH’s view on the likely responses to each
question in turn:
o Q1 Are EPS likely to be present? => Yes.
o Q2 Are you planning an activity which could potentially cause injury or
disturbance to marine EPS? => Yes (noting that the guidance itself
indicates this, for ADDs).
o Q3 Can the impact be fully or partially mitigated? => potentially, there
being various options here (eg see Annex 2). However, any such
mitigation needs to be enforceable (eg via planning conditions) to ensure
delivery.
o Q4. Will an offence be committed despite mitigation plans? Yes, in some
cases – leading to requirement for EPS licence


Q4 prompted
to outline recent legal advice received by MS on the definition
of ‘reckless’. The advice received was not definitive but, in case law, implied
‘culpable indifference and blameless disregard’. Examples of recklessness in a
driving context were also given. It was MS’s opinion, on the basis of this advice
that ADD use by the aquaculture sector, is not ‘reckless’, the intention of ADD
use being different for aquaculture to that for other industries where ADDs may
be applied to ‘deliberately’ scare / disturb EPS (cetaceans).
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MS considered that, unless there was an identified negative effect of ADDs used
in aquaculture upon EPS species, and that operators had been made aware of
the negative consequences of their actions, potentially via guidance which
informed operators that what they were doing could disturb cetaceans, and
provided them with routes by which they might avoid this, it would be difficult to
infer recklessness.



Further to this,
argued that since ADD use for aquaculture was (in MS
opinion) not, by this token, reckless and not therefore a criminal offence, there
was no basis for introducing an EPS licensing regime. Rather, regulators should
promote good practice to help achieve safeguard of EPS.



SNH questioned this interpretation, indicating that the objective of the EPS
legislation was to minimise or avoid disturbance and harm to protected species
and, given our understanding of the potential risks to cetaceans from exposure to
certain levels of underwater noise, that a reasonable interpretation of the
legislation and accompanying guidance would conclude that disturbance through
ADD use (irrespective of the sector employing it) falls within its scope. SNH
further queried the interpretation of ‘reckless / deliberate’ for use of ADDs, where
there has been widespread discussion with industry on potential risks to EPS,
such that an operator would be ‘aware of the likelihood that disturbance would
result from his actions…’.
Action 1. MS (
or
). To provide SNH with a copy of the legal question
raised by MS and the advice received from lawyers on defining reckless
behaviour and written confirmation of how MS interpret that advice (as set out in
the meeting). Also in relation to Reg 39 (2) issue raised later.
Action 2. SNH (CT). To investigate the potential for SNH to obtain a separate
legal opinion on defining ‘reckless / deliberate behaviour’ (in the context of the
EPS) and perhaps also in relation to Reg 39 (2), noting that SNH lawyers may not
wish to offer advice on the same question asked by MS.







&
indicated that legal advice received on the definition of ‘reckless’ within
the MS Marine EPS Guidance would, need to be fully considered.



Action 3. MS (
or ) to advise SNH of plans / timescales for guidance
revision. NB As when first drafted, SNH will be keen to support MS in any redrafting required.



emphasised that, given the implications for shooting seals and the balance of
seal control and aquatic animal welfare, there is aneed to understand the ‘end
game’ and asked SNH what they sought to achieve through an EPS licensing
process for ADDs. MS expressed concern at introducing an administrative
process, without clear understanding of the effects of ADDs on EPS and what
positive outcomes are expected, against a backdrop of reducing the
administration of other aspects of fish farming control.



CT (and others) outlined three objectives:
o Securing a mechanism for monitoring and managing the use of ADDs, so
as to safeguard EPS (and especially HP within the cSAC) in the face of
growing use of ADDs, increasing scientific evidence of their potential to
cause disturbance and a growing aquaculture industry;
o Reducing or preventing the risk of legal challenge / infraction of MS, in
relation to non-delivery of its statutory functions, under the Habitats
Regulations (insofar as they apply to EPS) and noting high levels of
public/ NGO scrutiny on such issues;
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o

3.

Consistency with other industries in Scotland that are using or planning to
use ADDs.

Practical Measures for Regulating and Managing ADD Use
 CC continued her presentation, focusing on the cSAC, and covering:
o Details of ADD use supplied by fish-farmers
o Sound propagation models
o Modelled maps of ADD sound propagation and potential zones of
disturbance to HP around relevant fish-farms, and the caveats that apply
to their interpretation


LW & SH outlined initial discussions with industry on best practice use of ADDs
within the cSAC, including managing the:
o Frequency of devices (use those to which HP / other cetaceans are less
sensitive)
o Duration of disturbance (ensure no continuous noise emission / use
automatically triggered devices and limit duration of use)
o Zone of disturbance (use devices with reduced range of noise output)



observed that recent research by SMRU, around salmon netting stations in
NE Scotland, indicated that triggered use of ADDs was less effective than
constant use, in terms of seal deterrence. The seals appeared to be more willing
to tolerate the triggered ADD output in the knowledge that a potential food source
is available (which they would, under constant ADD use, have been unaware of).



observed that, in relation to fish-farm management we (collectively) are trying
to manage a range of competing impacts, namely: escaped fish, shot seals and
disturbed cetaceans. By changing the approach we take to management of any
one of these (eg cetacean disturbance) we risk increasing other, undesirable
impacts.
emphasised that improved management may be better delivered
through guidance than a legislative approach.



SH & LW suggested that, as the cSAC has policy protection, measures to protect
the qualifying species would need to be enforceable, and hence the need for a
legislative approach (whether that be via EPS legislation, planning legislation or
another mechanism). Action 4. SNH (SH/LW) to confirm with Greg Mudge.



noted that Scottish Govt is strongly advocating the streamlining of aquaculture
regulation and that any introduction of a new licensing regime (irrespective of the
justification or otherwise for that) would be inconsistent with this.
also
indicated that any new EPS licensing regime would be a huge administrative
burden for MSLOT and effectively undeliverable with current resources.



In response, CT and others outlined various options for reducing this burden,
based in part on advice received previously by Ben Ross (SNH Licensing Mgr).
An effective licensing regime could, in SNH’s view, be introduced that would not
be onerous on MS or developers. Options covered included:
o

Introducing EPS process for all aquaculture ADDs
 Introduce a ‘class licence’ which permits use of ADDs in less
sensitive locations, subject to registering devices with regulator
and providing certain information (such as model, location,
whether or not linked to triggering mechanism etc). Operation may
be permitted without restrictions or subject to general terms and
conditions applicable to all devices covered by the Licence
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o

4.

In sensitive locations, require a site-specific licence which sets out
site-specific mitigation to be conditioned

Using planning conditions as first stage mitigation
 Condition ‘best practice’ mitigation at all sites through planning
(likely to be through an Environmental Management Plan).
 Any breach of these conditions would breach planning consent but
could also be considered reckless disturbance and a potential
offence, leading to requirement for an EPS licence.
 For sensitive locations, ‘best practice’ mitigation may not be
sufficient and so additional mitigation may be required (potentially
including no ADDs without an EPS license or that use of ADDs
would be inappropriate in certain locations).



The pros and cons of these and other options for managing ADD use, whether
via EPS or development management under the planning system, were
discussed.
emphasised that planning legislation can’t be used to address and
manage impacts covered under other regulatory regimes (such as EPS
legislation). A view on whether ADD use for aquaculture is encompassed by the
EPS legislation, or not, is therefore a prerequisite before options for control via
the planning system are investigated.
later also advised that if management
via the planning system is considered the most appropriate mechanism for
addressing this issue then any subsequent discussions need to involve LA
representatives.



SH & GL asked MS whether they shared the SNH view that this (ADD use by the
aquaculture industry) was an issue that needed to be addressed and managed.
Without agreement on that, the discussion and identification of a practical option
for managing ADD use was premature.



MS (
) were less certain that there is an outstanding concern, at this time,
which can’t be managed under current working practices. NB. IW later offered the
view that EPS licensing of ADD use by aquaculture was appropriate in some
circumstances.



Action 5. MS (Policy and LOT) to confirm whether, in their opinion, the concerns
raised by SNH regarding ADD use, by the aquaculture industry, inside and
outwith the cSAC, require to be addressed and whether they justify changes to
current regulatory practices.

Additional Perspective from MS Policy & Concluding Remarks


joined the meeting by t/c.
has led on the EPS guidance within MS
Policy, and
indicated that she would be best placed to advise on the issues
being covered by the meeting, on her return, but in summary:
o He did not believe there was a significant policy issue at the moment
regarding ADD use. In his experience, SNH advise when they have
concerns about a particular deployment and MSLOT respond accordingly,
generally in accord with SNH advice
o The introduction of the HP cSAC did not change that position.
o The Marine EPS Guidance would need to be updated, in relation to its
description of Reg 39(2).



SNH noted that the wording of section 1.2.3 of the Guidance is confusing as it
brings in EPS test 3 (would actions be detrimental to FCS of species) as a
potential defence against an offence being committed (and therefore whether an
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EPS licence is needed?). SNH interpretation of the Regulations section 44 (3) is
that the FCS test is considered later in the process, when determining whether to
grant an EPS licence. This is in line with the flowchart in the current EPS
Guidance.


Action 6. MS ( ) to clarify advice received on Reg 39(2) and implications for
need to revise the marine EPS Guidance



Action 7. SNH (CT/All). To compile a list of questions for MS and also to include,
for further discussion, our initial views on possible approaches that could be
implemented (whether via EPS legislation or otherwise) to address the concerns
we are raising. See Annexes 1 and 2.



SNH emphasised the opinion that ADD use by the aquaculture industry, and the
associated EPS licensing issues, is an issue of growing concern, that needs to be
addressed to ensure safeguard of HP and compliance with European legislation.



Action 8. MS To provide a timetable to SNH for addressing the points raised at
today’s meeting.

George Lees.
8 December 2016.
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Annex 1. Actions / questions for Marine Scotland in relation to ADD use by the
aquaculture sector.
1. MS to provide SNH with a copy of the legal question posed and the advice received
from lawyers on defining reckless behaviour (and on Reg 39 (2)) and provide written
confirmation of how MS interpret that advice (Actions 1 and 6).
2. The aquaculture industry widely acknowledges that ADDs can impact cetaceans. Our
understanding is that the legal advice received by MS regarding the definition of
reckless is ‘culpable indifference and blameless disregard’. Does MS conclude that
an ADD left on continuously throughout the production cycle, with no mitigation, and
given common understanding of potential risk to cetaceans, is not a reckless action
which could result in the disturbance of cetaceans? If so then what is the justification
for this conclusion?
3. MS to clarify which parts of the Marine EPS guidance they intend to update e.g. the
definition of reckless and/ or description of Reg 39(2); and set out timescales /
process for this revision (Action 3).
4. In areas of higher cumulative pressure it seems logical that there is an increased risk
to cetacean species. In some areas this could theoretically result in their exclusion
from significant areas for significant periods of time. Do MS agree this is a
reasonable conclusion and if so what are the implications in relation to Regulation 39
(and within the HP cSAC, the ability to achieve Conservation Objectives on avoiding
significant disturbance and maintaining access to all parts of the cSAC)?
5. Does MS consider that the concerns raised by SNH regarding ADD use for
aquaculture inside and outwith the cSAC, require to be addressed? If not, what is the
basis for that decision? If so, does this justify changes to current regulatory practices
and do the options in annex 2 merit further consideration? Can MS clarify their
timescale for providing a clear and formal policy statement that sets out the
government position (Action 5 and 8)
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Annex 2. Potential approaches for addressing concerns about impact of ADD use on
cetaceans and ensuring compliance with legislative requirements.


Options for EPS licensing for all aquaculture ADDs:
 Introduce a ‘general licence’ which permits the use of ADDs in less sensitive
locations, provided that they comply with general mitigation conditions (e.g.
advertised on website and promoted to industry). Note that this approach does
not require any application process and therefore no information on devices is
submitted, which would make future monitoring of cumulative impacts more
difficult. An offence is still committed if non-compliance with conditions can be
demonstrated.
o Introduce a ‘class licence’ which permits use of ADDs in less sensitive locations,
subject to registering devices with regulator and providing certain information
(such as model, location, whether or not linked to triggering mechanism etc).
Operation is permitted subject to general terms and conditions applicable to all
devices covered by the Licence. An offence is committed if these conditions are
not complied with. This approach may provide a good trade-off between provision
of information and potential for compliance monitoring via a light-touch and
simple approach to licensing process.
o Individual EPS licence may still be required for sensitive / higher risk locations,
with specific mitigation conditions attached to the licence.



Using planning conditions as first stage mitigation
o Condition ‘best practice’ mitigation at all sites through planning (likely to be
through an Environmental Management Plan).
o Any breach of these conditions would breach planning consent (enforcement
action?) but could also be considered reckless disturbance and a potential
offence, leading to requirement for an EPS licence?.
o For sensitive locations, ‘best practice’ mitigation may not be sufficient and so
additional mitigation may be required (potentially including no ADDs without an
EPS license or that use of ADDs would be inappropriate in certain locations).
o Issues with this approach are that it is not deemed competent for planning
conditions to cover matters that are dealt with under other legislation, and LA may
be reluctant to condition issues over which they have little control / experience.
This approach could only be applied gradually as sites apply for planning consent
for other aspects, so would mean a piecemeal approach to managing ADDs and
difficulties in monitoring and managing any cumulative issues.

Potential mitigation conditions (currently under discussion with industry):








No continuous use of ADDs at any site.
Use of automatic triggered devices (with some guidance on frequency / duration of
triggering)
Use of low frequency devices
Reporting requirements (to be agreed)
Use of strategic area-wide approach to ADD deployment?
Seasonal restrictions on ADD use?
Consideration of cumulative impacts and possible further restriction / no ADD use in
areas of highest risk (NB Further work and discussion is required to clarify the
location of such areas and the basis for their identification).
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cathy Tilbrook
03 November 2016 16:19
Caroline Carter; Liam Wright; Suzanne Henderson; Jane Dodd
RE: SASWG 17 Meetings dates
SASWG Meeting 17 Horsham Draft agenda.obr

Hi all
To note draft agenda (plus an update on our recent discussions on ADDs to be added).
Are any of you available / interested in linking to this meeting and delivering an SNH update (afraid I can’t do that
date)?
Thanks, Cathy
From:
@st-andrews.ac.uk]
Sent: 03 November 2016 15:40
To: Cathy Tilbrook
Cc: Caroline Carter; Suzanne Henderson; Liam Wright
Subject: RE: SASWG 17 Meetings dates

Hi Cathy – I am still trying to confirm the agenda – as it is dependent on people having things to present, so your
input would be much appreciated.
I am aware that you have been doing some things on ADDs – saw a map of sound exposure somewhere recently ‐
and would be interested to learn more.
Here is the very draft agenda – I will update and circulate tomorrow.

From: Cathy Tilbrook [mailto:Cathy.Tilbrook@snh.gov.uk]
Sent: 03 November 2016 15:35
To:
Cc: Caroline Carter; Suzanne Henderson; Liam Wright
Subject: RE: SASWG 17 Meetings dates

Hi
Is there a draft agenda and timings for SASWG yet? We would like to provide a quick verbal update on SNH
discussions on ADD use with industry and others, but this would not be a formal presentation due to the difficulties
of joining remotely. I note your recent email re linking to the meeting by laptop / webcam and will need to check
with our IT support whether we have the technology to enable this (back‐up plan might be via a telephone link!). I’m
afraid I can’t join you on that date but (depending on agenda), we will confirm who will join you.
Thanks, Cathy
Cathy Tilbrook
Head of Coastal & Marine Ecosystems Unit (job‐share)
Scottish Natural Heritage, Battleby, Redgorton, Perth, PH1 3EW
Direct tel: 01738 458620
– please note new number
Mobile:
Please note I generally work Tues, Wed, Thur.
1

@freedomfood.co.uk);
Henderson
Subject: RE: SASWG 17 Meetings dates

@bornfree.org.uk);

Suzanne

Hi
I assume RSPCA HQ is in London? I’m afraid it’s highly unlikely we’d be able to send an SNH representative in person
due to current travel budget constraints. Would there be a v/c or t/c option?
Thanks, Cathy

Cathy Tilbrook
Head of Coastal & Marine Ecosystems Unit (job‐share)
Scottish Natural Heritage, Battleby, Redgorton, Perth, PH1 3EW
Direct tel: 01738 458620
– please note new number
Mobile:
Please note I generally work Tues, Wed, Thur.
On other days, if urgent, please contact my job‐share Katie Gillham (Katie.Gillham@snh.gov.uk) Tel 01463 725324.

From:
@st-andrews.ac.uk]
Sent: 19 September 2016 18:07
To:
International Animal Rescue;
@thecrownestate.co.uk);
Sainsbury's;
@campaign-whale.org); Caroline Carter; Cathy Tilbrook;
, Marine Scotland;
@waitrose.co.uk);
@rspca.org.uk);
SSPO;
@freedomfood.co.uk);
@bornfree.org.uk);
Suzanne Henderson
Subject: SASWG 17 Meetings dates

Dear All,
For some reason I am unable to get Doodle Poll to work for our next meeting.
But some preliminary enquiries have resulted in just three suitable dates so far.
These are Tuesday 1st November, Monday 7th November or Tuesday 8th November.
Please could you email me your availability for each of these three dates as I will collate the results manually on
Thursday.
We are hoping to meet at RSPCA HQ which I realise will restrict the ability of some to attend, but we have been
meeting North of the border for some time.
I have so far only received a couple of suggested agenda items. Please also give this some consideration.
With best wishes

Sea Mammal Research Unit
University of St Andrews
Bute Building
Queens Terrace
St Andrews
Fife KY16 9TS
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**********************************************************************
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and
intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they
are addressed. If you have received this email in error please
notify the system manager or the sender.
Please note that for business purposes, outgoing and incoming
emails from and to SNH may be monitored.

Tha am post-dealain seo agus fiosrachadh sam bith na chois
dìomhair agus airson an neach no buidheann ainmichte amhàin. Mas e gun d’ fhuair sibh am post-dealain seo le
mearachd, cuiribh fios dhan manaidsear-siostaim no neachsgrìobhaidh.
Thoiribh an aire airson adhbharan gnothaich, ‘s dòcha gun tèid
sùil a chumail air puist-dealain a’ tighinn a-steach agus a’ dol amach bho SNH.

**********************************************************************
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Caroline Carter
08 April 2016 10:23
Suzanne Henderson; Cathy Tilbrook; Liam Wright; Jane Dodd
RE: SASWG - confirming attendance?
SASWG 16 - meeting notes drafted by CC.obr

Hi All,
Please find attached some notes I have put together for our info following this meeting. Suz, please feel free to add
or amend if there is anything I’ve misunderstood.
Any questions – please shout.
Best,
Caroline

From: Suzanne Henderson
Sent: 05 April 2016 12:01
To: Cathy Tilbrook; Liam Wright; Jane Dodd; Caroline Carter
Subject: RE: SASWG - confirming attendance?

Hi Cathy,
Liam is on annual leave.
I just looked at travel – and Rosyth is not easiest to get to – so would prefer to VC/teleconference if you want me to
attend – but happy to do that.
Cheers
Suz
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk

From: Cathy Tilbrook
Sent: 05 April 2016 11:10
To: Suzanne Henderson; Liam Wright; Jane Dodd; Caroline Carter
Subject: SASWG - confirming attendance?

Hi all
Caroline is able to go to the meeting, but we agreed that another of us would attend this time to provide some
continuity and also because the ADD presentation may be useful (although makes sense for only one person to
attend this group in future). I have booked a pool car from BBY and will go if needed but am very pushed for time,
prior to going on annual leave after Thurs, so if anyone else is able to attend with Caroline then that would be really
helpful. Alternatively, Jane offered to v/c or t/c from Oban so we could check with Simon if these facilities are
available for the meeting. I think timing is 10.30‐3.30, but again we should check this is confirmed. I’m in a phone
conference for much of the day but will be on emails periodically, so can discuss that way.
Thanks, Cathy
From: Suzanne Henderson
Sent: 31 March 2016 17:11
To: Liam Wright; Cathy Tilbrook; Jane Dodd; Caroline Carter
Subject: RE: SASWG No 16
1

Cc:
Subject: SASWG No 16

@freedomfood.co.uk);

@rspca.org.uk

Dear All,
Please find attached a very draft agenda and list of attendees.
Please confirm whether you will be attending as soon as you can.
Please also look at the draft agenda and feel free to make further suggestions.
Note that
has suggested inviting a new ADD company to make a presentation of their ideas before lunch.
and
will join us therefore around 12:30 and will hopefully stay for lunch.
I will be away next week (28‐1st) but will collate responses and finalise a draft agenda for adoption at the meeting on
4th.
I look forward to seeing you there.

Sea Mammal Research Unit
University of St Andrews
Bute Building
Queens Terrace
St Andrews
Fife KY16 9TS
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Suzanne Henderson
Liam Wright; Cathy Tilbrook; Jane Dodd; Caroline Carter
RE: SASWG No 16
31 March 2016 17:10:59

Hi
I have not heard of Pulcea either!
My planned time off next week is still tentative – but happy to attend if I am around.
I see that Jane is still on holiday though.
Suz
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk

From: Liam Wright
Sent: 29 March 2016 10:11
To: Cathy Tilbrook; Suzanne Henderson; Jane Dodd; Caroline Carter
Subject: RE: SASWG No 16

Thanks Cathy. I’ve never heard of Pulcea Ltd so it would be interesting to have someone present
to hear what they have to say. I see their company is based in Inverness so I’m quite surprised I
haven’t heard of them before now – maybe others have?
Cheers
Liam
From: Cathy Tilbrook
Sent: 29 March 2016 10:02
To: Suzanne Henderson; Jane Dodd; Liam Wright; Caroline Carter
Subject: FW: SASWG No 16

Hi all
Please see draft agenda (pasted below) for SASWG meeting next Wed in Rosyth (Marine
Harvest). There’s not much detail yet, but note the presentation by new ADD company and the
report on sound field mapping. I am available that day but wondered if one of you might be
interested to attend instead (e.g. Caroline’s input to sound mapping might be useful to the
group, but would then need briefing from others re any points we want to raise on seal licensing
issues?). Happy to discuss. Thanks, Cathy
PS Note that one

is attending for RSPCA!

Draft Agenda to include
1. Freedom Food –
· progress on liaison/discussions with members
· improving information gathering on seal incidents
2. Pulcea – “ADD’s - can we learn from the lessons of the past?”
3. Marine Harvest – results of investigations into factors underlying seal shooting in 2015
4. SMRU
· Report on sound field mapping of a site with ADDs and ongoing seal depredation
· Report on captive seal behaviour with nets & salmon, & tests on netting properties

From:
@st-andrews.ac.uk]
Sent: 25 March 2016 16:01
To:
International Animal Rescue;
@thecrownestate.co.uk);
Sainsbury's;
(Seal Protection Action Group); Cathy Tilbrook;
Marine Scotland;
@rspca.org.uk);
SSPO;
@waitrose.co.uk);
@bornfree.org.uk);
@rspca.org.uk
Cc:
@freedomfood.co.uk);
Subject: SASWG No 16

Dear All,
Please find attached a very draft agenda and list of attendees.
Please confirm whether you will be attending as soon as you can.
Please also look at the draft agenda and feel free to make further suggestions.
Note that
has suggested inviting a new ADD company to make a presentation of their
ideas before lunch.
and
will join us therefore around 12:30 and will hopefully stay for
lunch.
I will be away next week (28-1st) but will collate responses and finalise a draft agenda for
adoption at the meeting on 4th.
I look forward to seeing you there.

Sea Mammal Research Unit
University of St Andrews
Bute Building
Queens Terrace
St Andrews
Fife KY16 9TS

Salmon Aquaculture and Seal Working Group Meeting 17
11th November 2016
10:30-15:00*
RSPCA Wilberforce Road Horsham
Attendees:
Confirmed attendees:
1.
2.
3.
4. Cathy Tilbrook + n (Skype?)
5.
6.
7.
(Skype?)
8.
9.
10.
11.
(Skype)
12.
(?)
13.
(late)
14.
15.

Apologies
1.
2.
3.
4. SNH ??

- Marine Scotland
- Crown Estates

DRAFT AGENDA

1. Opening matters (standing items):
a. Introductions and Housekeeping
b. Minutes from Meeting 15
c. Previous Actions.
2. Latest SG Seal Shooting Figures
??? who will table???
3. Update from Marine Harvest ( )
Anything to report ? ? Latest shooting figures and salmon losses –
to supply
4. Update from FF/RSPCA (

)

Post mortem investigations

(Lunch provided by RSPCA - around 1pm
5. Seal trapping for translocation –
6. Welfare implications of seal shooting (
7. Any Other Business
9

Next meeting

)

Actions from last meeting August 2015

Draft Consolidated Action Points from SASWG 16
1. Action

to find regional figures for PBR calculations and circulate to group. DONE

2. Action to check dates the ADD system was changed at Sconser in 2015– did seal
depredation cease once a new ADD system was installed – or before, or after? ??
3. Action

to circulate PDF of MHS presentation DONE (I have not circulated yet!)

4. Action

to take suggestions for further analysis of shooting incidents back to MHS (Any?)

5. Action

to organise meeting with FF members to address seal concerns ???

6. Action

to circulate a copy of presentation, report and link to the videos DONE

7. Action

to circulate his own timeline on startle response device ??

8. Action
to make enquires about state of developments on the startle device within the
University of St Andrews - not so easy.....
9. Action
to approach Knox nets and/or other net manufacturers to try to build on previous
studies examining net deformation by seals in captivity ...
10. Action
DONE

to consult with group on suitable dates later, and with

about venue availability

From
To: SASWG Members
Please find my analysis for SASWG 17 of the Seal Licence figures provided
by Marine Scotland 2011-15 inclusive, and my predictions for 2016:
1. Total Seals reported shot 2011-15 = 1,531
• Total seals shot: 1,245 Grey and 286 common
• Average number shot is 306 seals per year
2. Reported shootings fell from 461 in 2011 to 160 in 2015
• Overall reduction in seals shot 2011-15 is 65%
3. Total licences granted: 66 in 2011 to 53* in 2015
*(incl 2 pending in 2015 ( POSD)

• The overall reduction in licences granted 2011-15 is 20%
2011: 66 licences: 32 PHW and 34 PSD
2015: 53 licences: 29 PHW and 24 PSD
• Reduction in licences: 9% for POHW and 29% for PSD
4. Reductions in grey and common shootings are:
2011: 368 grey and 93 common (461)
2015: 118 grey and 42 common (160)
• Reduction in grey seals shot is 68%
• Reduction in common seals shot is 64%
5. In 2011, 241 (52%) seals were shot across 235 fish-farms
In 2011, 218 (48%) seals shot over 40 fisheries and netting stations.
In 2015, 79 (49%) were shot across 214 fish farms
In 2015, 81 (51%) were shot at over 40 fisheries and netting stations
6. % seals shot by aquaculture by FF accredited farms
• In 2011: c 60+ seals* c26%
• In 2015: 41 seals
52%
*(no definite figure provided)
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7. During 2015 the greater number of seals shot were by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Moray Firth Management Group:
Usan Fisheries (Scottish Wild Salmon Company):
Marine Harvest (FF accredited)
Scottish Seafarms: (FF accredited)
Scottish Salmon Company: (supply Waitrose)

28
22
18
15
11

8. In 2011, 32% of licence holders shot no seals
In 2015, 44% of licence holders shot no seals.
• Number of licence holders not shooting seals has risen from
32% - 44%
9. Total shooting by area and species 2011-15, with % increase or
decrease:
Area

Species

East Coast:
Moray Firth:
Orkney and North Coast:
Shetland:
SW Scotland:
W Scotland:
W Isles:
10.

133 grey + 0 common (-87%)
159 grey + 30 common (+68%
497 grey + 9 common (-77%)
234 grey + 7 common (-86%)
9 grey + 23 common (-91%)
115 grey + 201 common (-42%)
98 grey + 16 common (-67%)

Shooting per area and species comparison 2011 to 2015:
2011

East Coast:
46 grey + 0 common
Moray Firth:
16 grey + 6 common
Orkney/N.Coast: 167 grey + 4 common
Shetland:
69 grey + 2 common
SW Scotland:
4 grey + 12 common
W.Scotland:
36 grey + 58 common
W Isles:
28 grey + 11 common
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-

2015
6 grey + 0 common
32 grey + 5 common
39 grey + 0 common
10 grey + 0 common
1 grey + 0 common
18 grey + 36 common
12 grey + 1 common

11.

Shooting per area as % of total 2011-15 (1,531) and 2015 (160):
2011-15

Orkney/ N.Coast:
W Scotland:
Shetland:
Moray Firth:
W Isles:
E Coast
SW Scotland
12.

33%
21%
16%
12%
7%
9%
2%

2015
24%
34% (+)
6%
23% (+)
8% (+)
4%
0.6%

In April 2016, a three-year coastal netting ban was introduced to
protect wild salmon. This will help protect wild stocks, but should
also further significantly reduce shooting of seals. It will also focus
more attention on aquaculture which was responsible for 49% of
seals shot in 2015.

1. The biggest individual seal shooting companies in 2015 were
both RSPCA - FF accredited salmon producers that supply both
Sainsbury’s and Waitrose
2. In 2014, (number to be provided by FF) almost 70% of seals shot
by aquaculture were at FF accredited sites.
3. In 2015, 41 seals were reported shot to FF, 52% of those
reported shot by aquaculture overall.
4. It would be a useful to compare the numbers reported shot on
licence returns to Marine Scotland with the 41 reported to FF and
SASWG members for 2015 to see if they correlate.
13.

2016 analysis 1st and 2nd quarters:

46 Seal Licences were granted in 2016: 28 for Protection of Health and
Welfare (PHW) from 29 in 2015 (-3%), 18 for Prevention of Serious Damage
(PSD) from 24 in 2015 (-25%)
• 46 Seal Licences were granted in 2016 (53 in 2015) a
reduction of 13%
•
•
•
•
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PHW represents 63% of all licences granted in 2016
PHW represented 48% of all licences granted in 2011
PSD represents 37% of all licences granted in 2016
PSD represented 52% of all licences granted in 2011

Seal Licences for aquaculture**:
29 licences for PHW + 1 for PSD in 2015,
28 licences for PHW + I for PSD in 2016
(**across 214 fish farms both years)

• PHW now represents 97% of all licences granted for
aquaculture in 2016, only 3% for PSD
• PHW represented 48% of all licences granted for aquaculture
in 2011, 52% for PSD
Seals reported shot 1st and 2nd quarter of 2016:
• 36 grey + 7 common in 2016 = 43
• 86 grey + 24 common in 2015 = 110
• This represents a reduction of 61% on 2015
Prediction for 2016, total using quarters 3/4 (40 grey and 18 common) from
2015 as guide:
• Predicted total for 2016 = 101 seals shot
• If correct, this would represent a 72% reduction on 2011
figures, but reduction may be greater still due to netting ban.
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Analysis of Seal Licence return shooting figures for 2015.
According to Scottish Government figures a total of 160 seals were shot under licence in 2015: 118
grey and 42 common or harbour seals
The new figures represent a 22% reduction from the number of seals shot in 2014 (205) and a 67%
reduction on those shot in 2011 (459) when the scheme began. They also reveal a total of 1,531
seals have been shot during the first five years of the Seal Licence scheme, an average of 306 seals
each year.
Highlights of the figures show:
•

reported shootings by aquaculture have declined from 241 in 2011 to 79 in 2015, a
reduction of 67%

•

reported shootings by fisheries and netting companies have declined from 218 in 2011 to
81 in 2015, an overall reduction of 63%.

The new figures do not show any reduction in shooting by the fish-farming sector in the past two
years, 2014 and 2015, when 80 and 79 seals were reported shot respectively.
During 2015 greatest numbers of seals shot were:
1. Moray Firth Management Group: 28 seals (Sports fishing)
2. Usan Fisheries (Scottish Wild Salmon Company) of Montrose: 22 seals (Salmon netting)
3. Marine Harvest: 17 seals Fish-farmers (Freedom Food label)
4. Scottish Seafarms: 15 seals Fish-farmers (Freedom Food label)
5. The Scottish Salmon Company: 11 seals (Waitrose)
In April 2016, a three–year coastal netting ban will be introduced to protect wild salmon. `This will
help protect wild stocks of salmon and should lead to a further significant fall in the number of seals
being shot. It will also focus more attention on the aquaculture sector.
Remarks:
1. The biggest individual seal shooting aquaculture companies in 2015 were both RSPCA-FF
approved salmon producers that supply both Sainsbury’s and Waitrose.
2. In 2014, almost 70% of seals shot by aquaculture were at RSPCA approved Freedom Food
farms.
3. Would be useful to compare these numbers with the 2015 shooting figures reported to
Freedom Food.

Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:

@st-andrews.ac.uk>
09 February 2016 10:52
International Animal Rescue;
@thecrownestate.co.uk);
, Sainsbury's;
(Seal Protection Action Group); Cathy Tilbrook;
Marine Scotland;
@waitrose.co.uk);
@rspca.org.uk);
SSPO;
@bornfree.org.uk);

Subject:

Progressing SASWG

Dear SASWG,
When we last met in August we agreed to meet again – possibly by teleconference in February.
I regret that this has not been and won’t now be possible for me due to teaching commitments this month.
However I am about to circulate a Doodle Poll for dates that are possible for me at present in March and half of
April.
Please could people fill in the poll and also advise whether a teleconference is feasible or desirable, and if not what
alternatives people might have in mind.
I attach again the draft minutes of the last meeting FYI.
Action points were as follows:
Actions:
1. RSPCA/SMRU to organise a meeting with marine Scotland to discuss FF ‘last resort’ requirement and its
applicability to government license conditions
2. FF/SSPO to consider ways of improving information gathering on seal predation mitigation techniques
and dissemination within industry
3.
to circulate list of issues, group to comment on points worth seeking industry feedback on
4. FF to circulate questions to industry members based on agreed key issues with a view to getting
responses in time for December STAG meeting
5. FF (in consultation with MH/SMRU) to approach ADD manufacturers to follow‐up on feedback on device
innovation and monitoring, and arrange a meeting
6. MH to report back to group on its investigations into increased seal shooting incidents in 2015, and to
feed back to FF on how standards might evolve in light of its findings
7.
encourage Waitrose/Aquascot to participate in the group
8. FF to inform the group on the agenda and outcomes of its October meeting with its members
At least some of these actions points have been progressed; I attach the notes from a FF meeting held in November
(AP8) and forwarded to me by
I gather FF will be organising another meeting soon that will explore seal
issues in more detail with industry partners.
Waitrose/Aquascot have indeed agree to join the SASWG and have been included in this email (AP7).
Other news:
 Sainsbury’s and MHS have agreed to fund us (SMRU) to do a small study to look at the issue of sound
shadowing – that is to see if we can find areas around a farm site with ADDs where sound shadows might
exist, and which seals might exploit. We have taken extensive acoustic measurements from one MHS site
and my research assistant is currently working these data up – and is nearly done.
1



We (SMRU) have just submitted a draft final report to SARF looking at seal behaviour in relation to nets in
captivity –some interesting findings I hope we can share at the next meeting.



I understand
has been to Canada and has asked industry people there about their approach to
that anti‐predator nets are widely used; not so clear
damage caused by seals – I understands from
about ADDs.

If others have any news on the action points above – or any other issues of relevance to SASWG – please advise
me or the group and I can prepare a draft agenda.
With best wishes

Sea Mammal Research Unit
University of St Andrews
Bute Building
Queens Terrace
St Andrews
Fife KY16 9TS
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

@st-andrews.ac.uk>
05 April 2016 17:24
, International Animal Rescue;
@thecrownestate.co.uk);
Protection Action Group); Cathy Tilbrook;
Scotland;
@rspca.org.uk);
@bornfree.org.uk);
@rspca.org.uk;
Caroline Carter
SASWG 16

Sainsbury's;

, Marine
@waitrose.co.uk);
SSPO;

(Seal

@freedomfood.co.uk);

Dear All – a little later than I had hoped – please find attached a slightly revised version of the draft agenda I
circulated two weeks ago.
I also attach three documents that address two of the action points from the last meeting and one of the current
agenda items:
First – a summary of the latest shooting figures – compiled by
Second– a report of the Freedom Food Members meeting was circulated some months ago
Third ‐ a compilation of two documents I have circulated in the past – intended to address an action point on me to
summarise the research options that the group has discussed over the years.
It represents my views only and much of it was initially drafted you may recall in the development of our website.
Finally‐ the unapproved minutes of the last meeting
I look forward to seeing you all tomorrow at 10:30 in Rosyth.

Sea Mammal Research Unit
University of St Andrews
Bute Building
Queens Terrace
St Andrews
Fife KY16 9TS
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Previous roundups of research items and discussion points under the SASWG
From 2014 Subgroup report: Group’s Opinions on Which Methods are Most Promising
METHOD

Average Rank

1. Modifications and improvements to ADDs (including triggered devices)
2. Improved understanding of how seals are able to damage fish without
holing the net
3. Measures for validating acoustic deterrents functioning properly
4. Analysis of existing data on site characteristics and seal damage and seal
shooting
5. Improvements to net tensioning
6. Trialling new netting materials
7. Approaches in other countries
8. Use of lower frequency transducers (maybe should be included in mods
to ADDs above)
9. Use of electric fields as a deterrent
10. Lighting or not lighting as a deterrent
11. Aversive tastes

3.0
3.3
4.3
4.5
4.8
5.0
5.3
6.0
6.5
9.0
9.8

From paper circulated
Main themes and benefits of SASWG (SN view (2012)):
ToRs drafted and agreed. Built confidence and understanding among various interested parties.
Improved dialogue to help better address the issues. Membership expanded to include Scottish
Government, SSPO, other fish farming companies.
Focused attention on a wide variety of concerns about how and why seals cause damage to farms.
Explored numerous ideas and options for minimising seal damage and the motivation for seal
shooting: these have included - Use of ADDs
- Novel acoustic measures (
device)
- Dummy killer whales and killer whale noises (no effect –
)
- Best practice in using ADDs (check they are working)
- Anti-predator nets
- Net tensioning
- New netting materials – Dyneema – Aquagrid and Micanti, copper nets (MH)
- Avoiding proximity to seal haul out sites
- Bubble curtains
- Emetics
- Electric fields ...

Explored factors that may contribute to elevated damage levels and risk of shooting:
- Proximity to seal haul outs
- Wider geographical location
- Stage of production cycle
- Season
- Species?
Monitoring and encouraging:
- Industry trials of new procedures / equipment
- Licencing scheme process and RSPCA guidelines and Freedom Food verification: ‘best
practice’
- Relevant academic research and development
Have developed a work plan that currently includes four themes:
- Collating information (via FF and licencing scheme) on
o shooting incidents to understand what is not working in such circumstances and why
o fish farm practices at sites with and without shooting to identify what is working
- Investigating seal behaviour to better understand successful seal attacks occur
- Promote development of ADD testing kit to ensure ADDs are functioning as expected
- Promote urgent development of more effective, more porpoise friendly, ADDs.

In more detail, we:
•

Have reviewed what processes seem to be most effective in reducing seal damage – these
mostly involve better attention to husbandry techniques – properly tensioned nets, frequent
and effective mort removals, use of seal blinds, proper use and maintenance of ADDs etc.

•

Included Marine Scotland in the group and discussed with them the information being
collected on the licence application forms and how that might be analysed.

•

Have reviewed and commented on the licencing process that controls the number of seals
salmon farms are allowed to shoot, and in particular made recommendations about the
need to collect information on seal damage and net types as part of the licencing procedure.
Specifically – details of the numbers of fish damaged or killed, whether or not ADDs were
being used and what type, what methods of tensioning are in use and what cage type is
being used.

•

Had hoped to help and follow the commercialisation of a new acoustic deterrent system:
this has become mired in problems concerning finance, engineering and patents, but is
ongoing.

•

Noted and followed work of the containment group – a part of the Marine Scotland
Aquaculture Framework Review process. Draft report now produced and is being discussed
by SASWG.

•

Encouraged trials on electric fields – now funded by SARF.

•

Contacted SSPO to see if we could build a better picture through them of what measures are
being used at each site and how those measures are related to damage levels.

•

We have engaged with WWF and SNH about possible curtailment of ADD use, which might
result in increased levels of depredation, damage and shooting.

•

Have followed up questions about why anti-predator nets are generally not in favour.

•

Have pressed for the development of a testing device to check that ADDs are functioning
correctly.

•

Have reviewed trends in kill numbers and damage levels over recent years and explored why
these have been coming down so rapidly.

•

Have pressed for timelier reporting under the seal licence scheme

•

Have noted an apparent change in the seal haulout of numbers close to farm sites in the
Strathclyde region – though no overall decline – which deserves closer investigation.

•

Have investigated differences in damage levels between and among farm sites; proximity to
seal haul outs does not seem to be related to damage levels; damage most frequent after

first 7 or 8 months in a production cycle; damage appears to be most prevalent in certain
areas. Peak damage is around month 10 of the cycle. No obvious relationship between how
long a site has been operational and damage levels.
•

Have focused on why and how seal attacks occur. Have noted stereo typical bite types
suggesting attack from below – further suggesting bottom of the nets are the weak point,
and noted that contrary to previous speculation, seals are not specifically targeting salmon
livers; more likely they bite the easiest part of the fish they can reach.

•

Have raised concerns about when shooting seals may be justified – and whether fish welfare
is an adequate reason in the absence of any actual depredation; FF scheme requires
evidence of actual damage.

•

Discussions have led to RSPCA revising their guidelines, and FF consequently requiring
further demonstration of need to shoot seals as last resort.

•

Have agreed that it is important to collate information on what has happened each time it is
deemed necessary to shoot a seal to better understand what goes wrong when seals are
shot. Discussing how best to do this.

•

Have agreed that it is also useful to see what is being done on sites and at times when no
damage is being caused; ongoing discussion.

•

Have agreed that research into how, why and when seals attack salmon pens is important
and useful.

•

Have agreed that where ADDs are deployed it is very important to know if they are
functioning correctly and that suitable testing equipment needs developing

•

Have funded development of a prototype testing device to measure source level (output
volume) for each transducer (FF funded).

•

Have agreed that new designs of ADD that are less disturbing to cetaceans are needed and
have tried to assist in the market development of one such device.

Seal shooting: Key issues to address and consider taking forward
Funding
1) How do we go about managing funds for getting research done?





Possible routes – use RSPCA as a front for funding – to hold funds on an
ad hoc basis
See if SASWG itself could be a funding body – what legal admin
constraints
SARF – possible links – could we co-opt them
Best option may be to fund a PhD studentship (an experienced
candidate is available) – which would have advantages of :
a) probably being cheaper than commissioned research
b) enabling one person to get to grips with several issues at the same
time

Other issues
2) Carcass collection – can we improve the carcase collection scheme – but maybe via
Marine Scotland?
3) Investigative team - What do we do to investigate promptly when high levels of damage
occur at a site precipitating shooting.... who will or can investigate and how? What
resources are needed or available? What are the constraints?

Research topics
4) Analysis of data on damage and shooting
•
•
•
•

Company records - analyse data going back years
(don’t forget effect of lights)
Ongoing data collection / interviews by FF / RSPCA
Licencing scheme data from Marine Scotland
Feedback from companies about other approaches e.g. Econet
Explore funding some research analysis on each and all of the above areas by, or in
co-operation with, Industry / RSPCA / Scot Gov.

5) Cameras on site - Get cameras on sites with problems to find out more about seal
behaviour. This would require complete cooperation from industry and would need to
address any industry concerns about footage of seals damaging fish, but there are ways of
doing so.

6) Net trials - Do more trials in the SMRU seal pool to explore how different netting
materials affect the ability of seals to take fish from behind them (e.g. net stretchiness or
how easy it is to manipulate) 7) ADD testing stick – explore this further and get a better prototype developed for wider
use.
8) Electric fields - Possible further work either testing or developing deterrent
7) Taste or texture aversion - Can we make nets taste or feel bad enough that seals do not
want to touch them.
8) Computer modelling – to look at net design, deformation and tensioning
(9) Seal trap – develop a seal trap and possible relocation programme, tagging and release
to see if animals return. Trial would mean zero kills and possibly offer solution to predation
issue as habituated seal most likely to be caught and removed. Thought needed re lactating
females, however capture may per se deter further attacks
(10) Other countries - What’s going on in other countries –something the aforementioned
student could undertake as part of a PhD programme? Methodical search required –
personal contacts needed. This work would be best focused on countries that do not allow
lethal control.

Salmon Aquaculture and Seal Working Group Meeting 16
6th April 2016
10:30-15:00*
Marine Harvest Scotland, Admiralty Park
Admiralty Road, Rosyth, Fife KY11 2YW
Attendees:
Confirmed attendees
1.
-Marine Harvest
2.
–Waitrose
3.
- Aquascot
4.
– Born free Foundation
5.
– International Animal Rescue
6.
– Seal Protection Action Group
7. Caroline Carter as alternate for Cathy Tilbrook –Scottish Natural Heritage
8.
-Freedom Food
9.
– Freedom Food
10.
-RSPCA
11.
-RSPCA
12.
-RSPCA
13.
-RSPCA
14.
- Sea Mammal Research Unit
15.
- Sea Mammal Research Unit
16.
– SSPO
Making a presentation:

: Pulcea Ltd

Apologies
1.
2.
3.

- Marine Scotland
- Crown Estates
- Sainsbury’s

* Time slightly flexible depending on arrival times from the airport and return flight timings may
need to end earlier

DRAFT AGENDA

1. Opening matters (standing items):
a. Introductions and Housekeeping
b. Minutes from Meeting 15
c. Working Group Operation and Membership
d. Previous Actions.
2. Latest SG Seal Shooting Figures
Discussion paper by

circulated

3. Update from Marine Harvest
)
Results of investigations into factors underlying seal shooting in 2015
4. Update from FF/RSPCA

)

a. Progress on liaison/discussions with members
b. Improving information gathering on seal incidents
5. Progressing the aims of the SASWG – future directions.

6. (about 12:30) – “ADD’s - can we learn from the lessons of the past?”
Presentation by Pulcea –

(Lunch provided by MHS - around 1pm or after Item 6)
7. Recent Research Results - SMRU ( )
a. Report on captive seal behaviour with nets & salmon, & tests on netting
properties
b. Report on sound field mapping of a site with ADDs and ongoing seal
depredation
8 Any Other Business
9

Next meeting

Actions from last meeting August 2015

1. RSPCA/SMRU to organise a meeting with marine Scotland to discuss FF ‘last resort’
requirement and its applicability to government license conditions
2. FF/SSPO to consider ways of improving information gathering on seal predation mitigation
techniques and dissemination within industry
3.

to circulate list of issues, group to comment on points worth seeking industry feedback
on (document attached – research themes and discussion points)

4. FF to circulate questions to industry members based on agreed key issues with a view to
getting responses in time for December STAG meeting
5. FF (in consultation with MH/SMRU) to approach ADD manufacturers to follow-up on
feedback on device innovation and monitoring, and arrange a meeting
6. MH to report back to group on its investigations into increased seal shooting incidents in
2015, and to feed back to FF on how standards might evolve in light of its findings
7.

encourage Waitrose/Aquascot to participate in the group

8. FF to inform the group on the agenda and outcomes of its October meeting with its
members (document attached - FF members meeting)

Salmon Aquaculture and Seals Working Group Meeting No 16
April 6th 2016, Marine Harvest, Rosyth
Draft Minutes for Approval at 17 meeting
Present:
(SMRU – Chair),
(Marine Harvest – Host),
(RSPCA),
(Aquascot),
(Waitrose),
(RSPCA),
(Seal
Protection Action Group),
(RSPCA),
(Born free Foundation),
(International Animal Rescue),
(RSPCA),
(Freedom Food),
(Freedom Food), Caroline Carter (standing in for Cathy Tilbrook – Scottish Natural Heritage),
(SSPO),
(SMRU – minutes),
(SNH – remote)

Previous minutes:
had pointed out that AP 4 should not have been directed at FF. The substance of AP 4 is anyway
subsumed into a wider initiative by FF to organise a workshop with members to address key issues.
Minutes approved subject to above.

Actions arising from previous meeting as listed:
1. RSPCA/SMRU to organise a meeting with marine Scotland to discuss FF ‘last resort’
requirement and its applicability to government license conditions
2. FF/SSPO to consider ways of improving information gathering on seal predation mitigation
techniques and dissemination within industry
3.

to circulate list of issues, group to comment on points worth seeking industry feedback
on (document attached – research themes and discussion points)

4. FF to circulate questions to industry members based on agreed key issues with a view to
getting responses in time for December STAG meeting
5. FF (in consultation with MH/SMRU) to approach ADD manufacturers to follow-up on
feedback on device innovation and monitoring, and arrange a meeting
6. MH to report back to group on its investigations into increased seal shooting incidents in
2015, and to feed back to FF on how standards might evolve in light of its findings
7.

encourage Waitrose/Aquascot to participate in the group

8. FF to inform the group on the agenda and outcomes of its October meeting with its
members (document attached - FF members meeting)

Presentation from
Andrews
•

•

•

on recent research at SMRU – University of St

SARF funded project using SMRUs captive seal facility to examine how seals manipulate fish
through nets
o Seals difficult to train to take fish through netting – not innately obvious to them
o Seals prefer to use flippers to manipulate fish
o Very hard to bite fish through meshes unless they can also hold them in a fold of
netting ...
o Seals able to exert a surprising amount of force (up to 1000N)
o Mechanism mainly uses head lunges – neck/shoulder muscles not ‘ramming’
o Even smaller animals expected to be able to move base of a typical net by around
30cm do to nylon elasticity.
Marine Harvest & Sainsbury’s funded project looking at sound propagation of an Airmar and
Ace-Aquatec device
o Single transducer showed that sound shadowing can occur – a 3dB loss was found
from one side of the site to the other due to netting and other infrastructure
o But when 8 transducers in use – site was effectively saturated with signal
Action
to circulate a copy of presentation, report and link to the videos

AOB
•

•

•

raised question of porpoise SACs – will they prevent the use of ADDs?
o CC – SNH is currently consulting on plans for SAC, see website for consultation
details and to contribute
o See Management Options Paper (MOP) on website for reference as to where
discussions have got to
o SNH internal noise propagation modelling exercise considered the scale of potential
HP disturbance zones.
o Modelled disturbance zones were not large in comparison to the extent of the HP
SAC – but highlighted potential barrier zones within narrows and straits (eg Sound of
Mull)
o They believe that there is no need to alter the status quo in any significant manner
in response to the SAC
o But they would like to continue to push toward more targeted devices, and SNH are
currently supporting a project through SARF with this intention
asked for details on progress with startle response device
o Concern that public money had been spent and the device is still not available
o No-one aware of any progress since this was last discussed
o
asked for a summary of history events – who should the group be
asking/leaning on for details and to produce results?
o Action
to circulate his own timeline on startle response device
o Action
to make enquires about state of developments on the startle device
within the University of St Andrews
Future Directions for SASWG
o AO concerned the group was not revisiting previous suggestions for research themes

Eleven themes discussed*
 It was felt that there is no suitable mechanism for the group to take action
Action
to approach Knox nets and/or other net manufacturers to try to build on previous
studies examining net deformation by seals in captivity
o It was felt this could be an area where progress could be made
o

•

Next SASWG Meeting
•
•
•
•

RSPCA offered facilities in Sussex for next meeting
About 6 months’ time
Action
to consult with group on suitable dates later, and with about venue availability
emphasised need for members to make extra effort to attend with the group’s new
biannual schedule.

Meeting closed at 1500
Draft Consolidated Action Points from SASWG 16
1. Action

to find regional figures for PBR calculations and circulate to group.

2. Action to check dates the ADD system was changed at Sconser in 2015– did seal
depredation cease once a new ADD system was installed – or before, or after?
3. Action

to circulate PDF of MHS presentation

4. Action

to take suggestions for further analysis of shooting incidents back to MHS

5. Action

to organise meeting with FF members to address seal concerns

6. Action

to circulate a copy of presentation, report and link to the videos

7. Action

to circulate his own timeline on startle response device

8. Action
to make enquires about state of developments on the startle device within the
University of St Andrews
9. Action
to approach Knox nets and/or other net manufacturers to try to build on previous
studies examining net deformation by seals in captivity
10. Action

to consult with group on suitable dates later, and with

about venue availability

* The eleven themes or areas for further work previously identified by the Group are:

METHOD

Working Group’s Opinions on Which Methods are Most Promising
Average Rank

1. Modifications and improvements to ADDs (including triggered devices)
2. Improved understanding of how seals are able to damage fish without
holing the net
3. Measures for validating acoustic deterrents functioning properly
4. Analysis of existing data on site characteristics and seal damage and seal
shooting
5. Improvements to net tensioning

3.0
3.3
4.3
4.5
4.8

6. Trialling new netting materials
7. Approaches in other countries
8. Use of lower frequency transducers (maybe should be included in mods
to ADDs above)
9. Use of electric fields as a deterrent
10. Lighting or not lighting as a deterrent
11. Aversive tastes

5.0
5.3
6.0
6.5
9.0
9.8

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Suzanne Henderson
@gov.scot"
FW: EPS and ADD use at fish farms meeting
12 October 2016 16:23:00
2015 04 22 SNH MS discussion on ADDs and EPS DRAFTmeeting note.docx

Apologies, I typed your email wrongly in the first instance,
Cheers
Suz

Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk

From: Suzanne Henderson
Sent: 11 October 2016 10:27
To:
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot'
@gov.scot)';
@gov.scot';
@gove.scot';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot'; Cathy Tilbrook; Caroline Carter; Liam Wright; Karen Hall
Cc: George Lees; Jane Dodd
Subject: EPS and ADD use at fish farms meeting

Hello all,
If you recall we had a meeting way back in April 2015 to discuss the consideration of EPS
licensing or otherwise for the use of ADDs at fish farms, particularly in light of the then newly
published EPS Guidance, and various bits of research on ADDs.
We are keen to reopen this dialogue and suggest another meeting in the first half of November
to try and reach some consensus between us.
I have attached some draft notes and actions from the last meeting that George and Caroline
were working on. Apologies, but I do not think this was ever sent round.
Please can you fill in the doodle poll below to indicate your availability, or let me know if there is
someone more appropriate to invite. Hopefully we can get a date where most folk are available.

Many thanks
Suz

Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk

Aquaculture - finfish
In assessing likely impact, our focus has been on the equipment on site, likely vessel
routes, and the use of Acoustic Deterrent Devices (ADDs) which together represent
the main interactions between aquaculture developments and harbour porpoise.
There are numerous finfish farms within or immediately adjacent to the pSAC, mainly
close to the shore. Map 2 shows the distribution of aquaculture developments within
or close to the boundary of the pSAC.
Aquaculture farm equipment includes pens, nets, moorings and can include floating
buildings. We consider that there is a low risk of entanglement for harbour porpoise
from aquaculture infrastructure.
Predator control at fish farms is necessary to ensure that welfare of the farmed stock
is not compromised. Finfish farms often use ADDs as part of their anti-predator
measures, however, these may result in disturbance/habitat exclusion of harbour
porpoise. The evidence of impacts on cetaceans from ADDs currently in use is
varied and is dependent on many variables (e.g. noise characteristics of device, how
the device is used, the topography, animal behaviour and importance of the
area/habitat where the ADD is being used). Therefore, we consider it is important
that efforts be made to further investigate this issue. Scottish Aquaculture Research
Forum is funding research into the effectiveness of acoustic deterrents at lower
frequencies than are typical of devices in current use. The aim is to better
understand any disturbance to cetaceans, including harbour porpoise, relating to the
use of these new devices. Further research is required but these new devices may
in the future provide a suitable alternative seal defence mechanism which is more
compatible with the conservation objectives of the site.
Working with industry, we are currently undertaking a review of ADD use within or
near the pSAC. Information relating to current ADD use within the pSAC is required
to determine the level of ADD noise emission currently in operation and whether
further constraints on or more targeted use of ADDs should be considered. Our
view is that there could be a risk to the Conservation Objectives as a result of the
cumulative effects of ADD use within the site.
A strategic approach is required to reduce/limit the potential of cumulative risks from
ADD use on the Conservation Objectives of the SAC, and we suggest that
appropriate feedback loops within predator control management are considered to
ensure ADD noise emission is minimised. This could be done through the
development of a best practice ADD use protocol in discussion with industry and
regulators; this could include a preference for triggered devices and only activating
devices when seal predation becomes a problem. It is our view that continuous
noise emission from ADDs at fish farm sites is not best practice. In areas of higher
cumulative risk to the Conservation Objectives (e.g. areas with larger numbers of fish
farms within straits, sounds and embayments where ADD use may limit access to

Commercial shipping
There is a variety of commercial vessels operating in the Inner Hebrides and the
Minches pSAC including ferries, cargo and tanker vessels. These large boats
typically have relatively consistent vessel routes and operate at a fairly regular
frequency (although this may vary e.g. between summer and winter). These vessels
are generally associated with low frequency (Hz) noise characteristics. See Map 3
which shows ferry routes and commercial shipping activity in the site. Other boating
activity within the pSAC is covered under the relevant activity (e.g. aquaculture,
fishing, recreation).
Mortality and serious injury of cetaceans resulting from ship strikes is mainly
reported in slow-swimming (e.g. sleeping) large baleen whales. There are relatively
few recorded ship strikes with smaller cetaceans such as harbour porpoise. Vessel
strikes are perhaps not likely to occur frequently, due to the avoidance behaviour of
porpoises when ships approach.
Shipping produces continuous underwater sounds which are unlikely to cause
physical trauma, but could make preferred habitats less attractive as a result of
masking or disturbance (habitat displacement, area avoidance). In UK waters, a
negative influence of shipping density on the presence and abundance of harbour
porpoise was found when shipping intensity surpassed thresholds of approximately
50 ships per day in the Celtic and Irish Sea management unit and 80 ships per day
in the North Sea management unit (Heinänen & Skov 2015). Ship-avoidance
behaviour in combination with masking effects by the ship-generated noises will
make areas with high shipping densities less suitable for harbour porpoise. Current
levels of shipping intensity are not thought to pose a risk to the Conservation
objectives for the site.

Introduction to fishing activities
The management options for fishing activities are based on the known sensitivities of
harbour porpoise to different types of fishing activity and whether or not that fishing
activity may affect the achievement of the site’s Conservation Objectives. This initial
advice is based on expert judgement of existing evidence in the scientific literature.
In addition to any direct interactions between fishing operations and harbour
porpoise within the site, maintaining the abundance of prey species for porpoise is
an important consideration. For herring, sandeel or sprat the management of
populations of these species (and related fisheries) occurs at a scale much larger
than the SAC itself. Consequently, management of fisheries at the wider scale can
make a contribution to meeting the site’s Conservation Objectives, and to a large
extent may already do.
Fisheries management under the Common Fisheries Policy takes account of
research and advice on multispecies and food web dynamics, helping to ensure that
stocks are harvested within sustainable limits. In achieving this it is likely that
availability of prey species to harbour porpoise will be maintained. In addition, certain
existing management measures within or adjacent to the site may also be making a
contribution, such as area restrictions under the Inshore Fishing (Scotland) Act 1984
to protect herring spawning grounds.
More information on the specific characteristics of the various fisheries and therefore
their specific interactions, directly and indirectly, with the harbour porpoise is
required. Discussions with those involved with fishing within or adjacent to the site
will be important for completing the assessment of the extent to which harbour
porpoise may actually be affected by fishing activities

Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Suzanne Henderson
01 March 2016 14:41
Caroline Carter
George Lees
ADD modelling - draft

HI there,
Are you still able to make the teleconference tomorrow Caroline?
If so ‐ just thought it might be a good idea to send out your draft document to others before tomorrow VC?
I am not sure I will get a chance to discuss things with Katie today to help with next steps, as she can’t attend
tomorrow, and is fairly booked up today. I hope Karen can attend as there are implications for the HP MOP, but not
sure if she will have time…
Cheers
Suz
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Suzanne Henderson
15 September 2016 15:06
Alex Turner; Cathy Tilbrook; Liam Wright
ADD usage in HP pSAC
ADD info- PL model presentation for SSPO meeting on the 17 March 2016.obr;
Harbour porpoise - advice to support management - all activities_no maps - 18
August 2016.obr; SSPO Liaison meeting - minutes - May 2016 - DRAFT.obr

Hi
I said I would share the disturbance zone maps that Caroline and I created. These were to aid discussion of the
current situation on ADD usage within the pSAC.
See the attached presentation Caroline gave at the last SSPO meeting.
Slide 14 – Coram et al 2016 map showing 3.5km zone of disturbance based on literature of disturbance
Slide 15 and 16 – our first attempts at maps using the 2.5km zone of disturbance from Caroline’s model and the data
SSPO gave us – and when there were 2 separate areas. Note that industry found difficulty in giving definitive
answers on ADD usage as this seems to change continually and up to farm managers mostly.
Slides 17, 18, 19, ‐ second attempts at maps using data from SOI questionnaire to industry that is used for the seal
licencing process. This was for 2015 I think. These latter maps show the 2.5km zone, and the categories of ADD
usage declared within the SOI questionnaire. Note there are some ambiguities with these categories and how
farmers might be answering the questions.
We tentatively identified the areas that we thought would be at highest cumulative risk to ADD use currently based
on this information – as Sound of Mull, Lismore, West of Mull and Rassay, but we did say there may be more.
We have not mapped these, nor have we have thought about future farms or existing farms that might want
additional ADD usage.
Also attached is what I believe to be the latest advice on management for the pSAC – within this there is promise of
guidance for aquaculture.
Lastly – our list of AP from our last meeting with SSPO – just to remind ourselves. AP1 is to meet with Industry who
farm in the key areas ‐to develop best practice guidelines.
I had thought about asking Jane if she would mind looking at the AP involving reviewing the questions in the SOI
survey – as she deals with the seal licencing. However it would be useful to discuss how we might want to use the
information to ensure we get any changes right. Questionnaires go out in the autumn I believe.
I think it would be useful to redraw the maps based on the next survey answers (with hopefully better questions
posed) and also include the higher risk areas we have identified – this would fit nicely into any guidance/standing
advice drawn up.
Happy to chat further
Cheers
Suz

Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
1

Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Suzanne Henderson
16 March 2016 17:11
Caroline Carter
Karen Hall
ADD use and all active sites - Inner Hebrides and the Minches (A1914167)
ADD use and all active sites - Inner Hebrides and the Minches.obr

Hi Caroline,
I have quickly done a map overlaying all the active sites on top of the MS data buffers.
Hopefully this is ok?
There doesn’t appear to be many areas which are not covered by the MS seal licence data within the dSAC ‐
although there are 2 at the mouth of Sound of Mull....
Suz

Suzanne Henderson has sent you a link to "ADD use and all active sites ‐ Inner Hebrides and the Minches"
(A1914167) from Objective.

Open in Navigator
Double click on the attachment
Open in Your Browser
Latest: https://erdms.snh.gov.uk/id:A1914167/document/versions/latest
Published:
https://erdms.snh.gov.uk/id:A1914167/document/versions/published
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Suzanne Henderson
14 March 2016 12:21
Caroline Carter
Cathy Tilbrook; Liam Wright; Katie Gillham
ADD use maps?
ADD use - Inner Hebrides and the Minches_MS_Licence data.obr; ADD use - Inner
Hebrides and the Minches_MS_Licence data_North.obr; ADD use SSPO data w
modelled buffer - North Minch.obr; ADD use SSPO data w modelled buffer Southern Sea of Hebrides.obr

Hi Caroline,
Cc Cathy, Liam, Katie
I got a bit of help with these – so managed to complete‐ although could be tweaked if not right.
Could you have a look please and see what you think? Do we need anything else to make things clearer.
It would be nice to have our thoughts established on any high risk areas for HP for further investigation/discussion.
The MS‐Licence maps are ones using information on ADD use from the seal licences questionnaire, combined with
information on “active” fish farms from the Aquaculture Scotland website (drawn in through NMPi). So these maps
may not be a complete record of farms using ADDS.
Due to the information within the questionnaire – I have made 4 classes of ADD mode of operation which is
different to the classes for the SSPO data. Note in all of them the 50m is too small to show – hence the crosses.
Think this is helpful in case farms decide to change ADD type….
Do you think it would be useful to have these (or similar) in a presentation format for the meeting – powerpoint?
Are you planning on doing something like that for you model explanation?
We will be able to show HP pSAC boundaries, but not able to give maps for SSPO to take away.
Happy to chat on phone if easier
Cathy – wondering if we might need to show MS these maps and our thoughts before Thursday somehow – just so
we don’t talk at cross purposes at the meeting!

Cheers
Suz
Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

t@gov.scot
28 October 2016 10:36
Suzanne Henderson
@gov.scot
FW: EPS and ADD use at fish farms meeting

Hi Suz,
I hope that you are well.
I will be attending the meeting on 8 November so I would be grateful if you could keep me copied into any
correspondence. Thank you.
How is the basking shark analysis coming along? It would be good to touch base soon.
Best wishes

From: Suzanne Henderson [mailto:Suzanne.Henderson@snh.gov.uk]
Sent: 27 October 2016 14:13
To:
) (MARLAB);
(MARLAB);
Cathy Tilbrook; Caroline Carter; Liam Wright; Karen
Hall;
Subject: RE: EPS and ADD use at fish farms meeting

Hello,
Just to confirm we can hold this meeting on 8th November in Edinburgh at the SNH Silvan House office on
Corstorphine Road.
A start time of 11.30 until 3.30 seems to fit in with trains.
Many thanks to all,
Suz
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk

From:
@gov.scot [mailto
@gov.scot]
Sent: 27 October 2016 11:43
To: Suzanne Henderson;
@gov.scot;
@gov.scot;
@gov.scot;
@gov.scot;
@gov.scot;
Caroline Carter; Liam Wright; Karen Hall;
@gov.scot
Cc: George Lees; Jane Dodd
Subject: Re: EPS and ADD use at fish farms meeting

@gov.scot;
@gov.scot; Cathy Tilbrook;

Suz
Sorry for delay. In replying, 8 November. Is OK for me but Edinburgh. Would be best if possible. Please.
Regards

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone.
1

From: Suzanne Henderson
Sent: Thursday, 27 October 2016 11:02
To:
(MARLAB);
(MARLAB);
Karen Hall;
Cc: George Lees; Jane Dodd
Subject: RE: EPS and ADD use at fish farms meeting

Cathy Tilbrook; Caroline Carter; Liam Wright;

Hello,
Many thanks to all for filling in the doodle poll.
The best date for most people is Tuesday 8 November so please keep this date free.
Apologies to those who can’t make this date.
We can offer SNH Battleby as a location but as I have not heard from
or
yet – it maybe
Edinburgh might make attendance more easy for you both – please let me know if this is the case and if you could
host.
Otherwise I have booked a room at Battleby and suggest times of 11‐3pm to tie in with transport and lunch will be
provided.
Will be in touch with an agenda soon.
Cheers
Suz

Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk

From: Suzanne Henderson
Sent: 11 October 2016 10:27
To:
@gov.scot'; '
@gov.scot'
@gov.scot)';
@gov.scot';
@gove.scot';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot'; Cathy Tilbrook; Caroline Carter; Liam Wright; Karen Hall
Cc: George Lees; Jane Dodd
Subject: EPS and ADD use at fish farms meeting

Hello all,
If you recall we had a meeting way back in April 2015 to discuss the consideration of EPS licensing or otherwise for
the use of ADDs at fish farms, particularly in light of the then newly published EPS Guidance, and various bits of
research on ADDs.
We are keen to reopen this dialogue and suggest another meeting in the first half of November to try and reach
some consensus between us.
I have attached some draft notes and actions from the last meeting that George and Caroline were working on.
Apologies, but I do not think this was ever sent round.
Please can you fill in the doodle poll below to indicate your availability, or let me know if there is someone more
appropriate to invite. Hopefully we can get a date where most folk are available.
2

Many thanks
Suz

Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

@gov.scot
13 October 2016 11:23
Suzanne Henderson
Liam Wright; Jane Dodd
RE: ADD use and SOI questionnaire

Ok, so after speaking to
at SMRU, it seems that out of all the ADD models available on the market,
only Ace Aquatec has an actual triggering mechanism when fish are excited / panicked – when the fish
rush around they bash into a sensor and that can trigger the transducer to make a noise.
Mohn Aqua does not have a triggering system, but it has a low power mode you can switch to high power
when you feel the need (you can check the weblink for more info).
Note that in the survey only 2 say ADD triggered ‘when the fish behaviour changes’ – this is the cue that
one site is using Ace Aquatec with a triggering system. The one other person who said they are triggered
by fish behaviour with a Mohn Aqua must be referring to visual observations of fish behaviour not a
triggering device because the Mohn Aqua device has no trigger (as above).
So clearly there are some interpretation issues here - I suspect they may be interpreting the word triggered
in a more vague way – like they switch them on when they see seals.
I went back to our IT developers to ask for some changes, unfortunately they are reluctant to make any
changes in case it might cause bugs or twitches and they just don’t want to risk it. It will have to wait untill
next year. I will have to submitt the request as early as possible as I understand they are also very short on
staff. So I suggest we add the following questions to be added next year, but I would be grateful for any
other suggestions from your side.
- ‘If ADD triggered, does the device has its own triggering system or is it switched on manually’
- ‘Please specify the amount of time the device is kept ‘on’ and is emitting noise’
We can definitely look at the amount of noise the devices are emitting and include this in the report.
Thanks.

Marine Conservation
marinescotland Scottish Government | 1A-South | Victoria Quay | Edinburgh EH6 6QQ
Tel: 0131 2440318
@gov.scot

From: Suzanne Henderson [mailto:Suzanne.Henderson@snh.gov.uk]
Sent: 11 October 2016 14:35
To:
Cc: Liam Wright; Jane Dodd
Subject: ADD use and SOI questionnaire

Hello
Cc Liam, Jane for info
Thanks for getting back to me re the seal licensing survey already being online.
Just been thinking a bit more about this, and some of our recent internal discussions about ADD use in the HP cSAC.
We want to discuss “best practice” ADD use with industry, and the potential amount of noise being emitted in the
cSAC from ADDs– with an overall aim of reducing that noise where we can. We therefore were thinking triggered
devices might be a preferred approach.
1

We will be in touch soon about a meeting with industry– hopefully before Christmas, which we hope you can attend.
With this in mind we have had questions over industry using ADDs “continuously” and triggered device use
and what is really meant by this.
The question currently in the questionnaire I believe is “Is ADD on constantly or used only at certain times?” Then
there are months which can be ticked.
So – what does constantly on mean? A few thoughts/questions…
 Does this mean the device is always emitting noise at whatever predetermined setting (this can vary
significantly!)
 If a triggered device is constantly on ‐ should we assume it will only be on when triggered (by whatever
means)?
 Some (or all) ADDs can report the amount of time they are emitting noise, however I think it is only Freedom
Foods who request to see this information. Is this something we could perhaps ask for?
 We currently have no idea how often ADDs might be triggered, and believe some models can be triggered
by bad weather too. I also understand triggered devices have a setting where it can emit noise at
predetermined times in addition to the trigger.
 Perhaps triggered devices are emitting as much noise as other devices?
There are perhaps some assumptions we can make if we know the model and manufacturer to help our discussions.
It may be the survey can only provide us with some information and discussions with industry can do the rest.
Hopefully best practice can help alleviate some concerns of potential cumulative noise issues within the cSAC.
could perhaps also include some
One final thought is ‐ would there be any chance the report you write with
analysis of the amount of noise being emitted from ADDs in Scotland – perhaps particularly in certain areas where
topography and a greater number of fish farms may highlight an increased risk of potential disturbance issues to
cetaceans? We feel this would be a useful consideration in assessing the non‐lethal measures of seal control as well
as aid HP cSAC and EPS discussions.
Many thanks
Suz

Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Suzanne Henderson
15 March 2016 14:06
Caroline Carter
Cathy Tilbrook; Liam Wright; Katie Gillham
RE: ADD use maps?

Hi Caroline,
Presentation looks good.
A few minor comments:
Slide 1 – perhaps tie in (just verbally) with our action b. in suggested agenda below‐ i.e. the deterrence its part of
the work on information on areas of higher concern
Are we agreed on the terminology as we have used acoustic disturbance/deterrence and ranges/zones previously in
discussions. Does it matter?
Slide 2 – this is fine for our Thursday meeting ,but perhaps we need to be mindful of sharing this slide at our next
meeting with all operators? Unsure if they are ok with sharing these details with each other….
Slide 9 – question for me really – I would be interested in how NOAA set their behavioural thresholds of disruption–
based on literature I presume, but what exactly and have they adjusted at all for a more precautionary approach??
Slide 13/14 – do we need the boundaries of the previous 2 pSACs in these maps?
Slide 15/16 – Perhaps need one map of whole extent of new pSAC? Could use the map from the draft MOP?
I have put a suggested agenda below – in case we think we need additional slides for other items, although we
won’t have much time to develop!
Cheers
Suz
Suggested Agenda – will update after agreed at meeting tomorrow and will bring some printed copies
1. Further development on HP pSAC – MS
(we might want the previous 2 boundaries and the new one on slides?)
2. New timeframe of SAC process – MS
3. Summary of science/SNH input?? –
(not sure if we offer this or just wait for questions)
4. Previous actions from last meeting
a. Salmon farming industry to supply data on ADD use
b. SNH work on areas of “higher concern”
c. SNH consider knowledge gaps and options for research – SARF112/SAMS/HWDT research/ MSc ‐
Caroline – did you ever discuss this with
?? It came up at the MASTs student day I believe.
d. SNH consider cetacean observation information from farms – (this links in to above)
5. Next steps – MS/SNH
6. SPA workshop and follow up

Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk

From: Caroline Carter
Sent: 14 March 2016 17:12
To: Suzanne Henderson
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Cc: Cathy Tilbrook; Liam Wright; Katie Gillham
Subject: RE: ADD use maps?

For info – this is where I’m at with the model description. I’m aiming to explain the context of modelling – without
going into the maths. I think it’s useful to set the scene with what types of modelling is out there which then
explains why the M&S model was chosen for this exercise.
Happy to hear what you think.
Caroline

From: Suzanne Henderson
Sent: 14 March 2016 15:09
To: Caroline Carter
Cc: Cathy Tilbrook; Liam Wright; Katie Gillham
Subject: RE: ADD use maps?

HI Caroline,
Thanks for comments – I printed them out and thought the exact same.
Will redo them and let you know.
Yes – I think if there are other areas which we think might cause some issues this would be good to discuss.
I will see if Karen is around to join us on Wednesday too!
Suz
Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk

From: Caroline Carter
Sent: 14 March 2016 14:00
To: Suzanne Henderson
Cc: Cathy Tilbrook; Liam Wright; Katie Gillham
Subject: RE: ADD use maps?

Hi Suz,
I think the maps look great. Much better than what I could do in GeoView!
But, I’m wondering if the colours are too subtle? I agree we should maybe avoid the traffic light system – but as they
are just now it takes a bit of studying to work out were the different categories are. It’s a minor point, I’m not sure
we would want to get them redone necessarily…
I don’t think it’s an issue that the classes are different between the SSPO data and the MS licence data… and yes
useful to show the cross for the Terecos device.
I think it is useful to have these available for presentation. I was thinking of doing a short presentation on the
model (it’s always easier if folk can see what we are referring to) so we can incorporate these maps in as well.
Do we want to think about areas that warrant further discussion in our pre‐meeting on Wednesday?
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I can start to work on the presentation and aim to share with everyone in advance of our pre‐meeting.
Caroline

From: Suzanne Henderson
Sent: 14 March 2016 12:21
To: Caroline Carter
Cc: Cathy Tilbrook; Liam Wright; Katie Gillham
Subject: ADD use maps?

Hi Caroline,
Cc Cathy, Liam, Katie
I got a bit of help with these – so managed to complete‐ although could be tweaked if not right.
Could you have a look please and see what you think? Do we need anything else to make things clearer.
It would be nice to have our thoughts established on any high risk areas for HP for further investigation/discussion.
The MS‐Licence maps are ones using information on ADD use from the seal licences questionnaire, combined with
information on “active” fish farms from the Aquaculture Scotland website (drawn in through NMPi). So these maps
may not be a complete record of farms using ADDS.
Due to the information within the questionnaire – I have made 4 classes of ADD mode of operation which is
different to the classes for the SSPO data. Note in all of them the 50m is too small to show – hence the crosses.
Think this is helpful in case farms decide to change ADD type….
Do you think it would be useful to have these (or similar) in a presentation format for the meeting – powerpoint?
Are you planning on doing something like that for you model explanation?
We will be able to show HP pSAC boundaries, but not able to give maps for SSPO to take away.
Happy to chat on phone if easier
Cathy – wondering if we might need to show MS these maps and our thoughts before Thursday somehow – just so
we don’t talk at cross purposes at the meeting!

Cheers
Suz
Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Caroline Carter
26 August 2016 13:33
Karen Hall; George Lees; Suzanne Henderson; Liam Wright; Jane Dodd; Fiona
Manson; Katie Gillham
RE: ADD use on the west coast of Scotland

No, there were no industry present as it was really just a student end‐of‐thesis presentation. Hopefully the work will
be publically available via the University so we should be able to refer to it from then. Even better if they do get a
paper published – but that might take some time.
From: Karen Hall
Sent: 26 August 2016 13:26
To: Caroline Carter; George Lees; Suzanne Henderson; Liam Wright; Jane Dodd; Fiona Manson; Katie Gillham
Subject: RE: ADD use on the west coast of Scotland

Thanks Caroline
That’s sounds really interesting and potentially useful for when looking at management options within the
pSAC. Were any of the industry at this talk and /or are there any plans to share this work with them?
From: Caroline Carter
Sent: 26 August 2016 13:19
To: George Lees; Suzanne Henderson; Liam Wright; Jane Dodd; Fiona Manson; Karen Hall; Katie Gillham
Subject: ADD use on the west coast of Scotland

Hi All,
I was at a meeting yesterday at SAMS where the two MSc students working with HWDT acoustic data were to
present their findings. The focus of the studies was to investigate ADD use throughout the HWDT survey area. The
intention was to have both students presenting, but unfortunately one missed the bus – so didn’t make it!
This may be of interest to us, so I’ve noted some key points below for info;


looked at data from 2011 – 2015. She initially checked the volunteer ADD signal
presence/absence logs by re looking at the sound files in PAMGuard. She found that the volunteers were pretty
successful in identifying an ADD signal in real time (ie when they were listening on survey) but
analysis extended the occurrence of ADD as she could pick out the quieter signals. (She wanted to check this – I
think – so that the analysis can be stretched further into the past where volunteer logs exist – but the acoustic
files don’t).



She found that over the years there had been a significant increase in ADD presence. An increase of 0.084 to
0.153 was identified (the metric used was a standardised figure, i.e. number of ADD identifications divided by
the number of listening stations).



She could identify three types of ADD in use (Airmar; Terecos and Ace‐Aquatec) and that the increase over time
was primarily due to more Airmar signals.



Presence/absence of detectable ADD signal were mapped in 10km square blocks (this shows where a ADD signal
can be identified, but not how many signals were there – nor the level of the signal(s)).



The maps showed the extent that ADDs were detectable, in particular you could see that the Sound of Mull and
Loch Linnhe were completely ensonified, and that the ADD signal can be detected all the way across the Minch.
1



There was preliminary analysis of how the levels dropped with distance (from two locations) From Portree the
signal could be detected out to 20km from source, in Lochmaddy the signal could be detected out to 30km. This
is in keeping with literature which suggests the signal can travel up to 50km. The rate of decline is location
specific but the majority of decay is in the first 5km.



This project highlights presence/absence of signal, it does not give an indication of absolute level. The analysis
was done on a relative dB scale rather than absolute (due to an absence of calibration info).



This work shows how prevalent the ADD signal is in the area (in itself this does not tell us the effect on species of
interest, it also does not show where the signal came from – just that it was present).



They hope to turn this work into a publication (from a marine pollution angle) – I’ve asked if we can be kept in
the loop on that, and in the meantime, I’ve asked if we could have copies of their thesis’ (if we can, they need to
go through the university process…)



hopes to continue work in this area – and look at determining absolute levels and then using the data
to ground truth a propagation model, and there may be potential for working on this with
(provided
funding can be found).



Also there may be scope to look at the acoustic data in conjunction with concurrent HWDT sightings data which
may highlight any fine scale disturbance effects – this is something that they would like to consider in addition.

I think this work is useful in that it is highlighting the increase over time and prevalence of the ADD signal on the
west coast, but to be of more use it I think we would need absolute levels, and some comparative analysis with
marine mammal data. There is clearly more that can be done, but this was only a three month project and I think
did a good job with the time she had.
Any questions on the above – please shout.
Best,
Caroline

Dr. Caroline Carter
Policy and Advice Officer ‐ Marine Ecology
Scottish Natural Heritage,Battleby, Redgorton, Perth, PH1 3EW
01738 458562 | www.snh.gov.uk
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Suzanne Henderson
18 November 2016 11:08
Caroline Carter; Liam Wright; Karen Hall
Cathy Tilbrook
RE: ADD workshop

Hi
Thanks for the chat earlier and agree its useful to continue the dialogue in this area.
I have managed to book the first floor conference room in Cameron House in Oban from 2-4.30pm on Tuesday 13
December.
We share this building with Marine Scotland, but there is no dedicated visitor parking I am afraid.
http://www.snh.gov.uk/docs/B461245.pdf
This will have teleconference (possibly VC) acilities for Karen hopefully to join in, and we can provide tea and coffee.
Let me know if this is suitable - otherwise can I leave you to source a different venue?
Thanks for offering to chair the meeting and we can try to form an agenda together over the next few weeks.
Thanks
Suz

From:
@scottishsalmon.co.uk]
Sent: 17 November 2016 15:00
To: Suzanne Henderson; Caroline Carter; Liam Wright
Cc: Cathy Tilbrook
Subject: RE: ADD workshop

Hi Suz,
I met with the environment managers today and we would like to press on with our meeting on the 13th
December. We feel it is important to get this dialogue moving and delaying until next year was not thought
to be the right choice.
Could you give me a call to discuss? Would it be possible to have this meeting in the Oban area? We have
a requirement for another meeting around that time and I think it would be helpful to try and do it there. If
you agree, I will attempt to find a suitable venue.
Best Regards

Scottish Salmon Producers’ Organisation
Tel:
Mb:
Email:

@scottishsalmon.co.uk

From: Suzanne Henderson [mailto:Suzanne.Henderson@snh.gov.uk]
Sent: 15 November 2016 12:29
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To:
@scottishsalmon.co.uk>; Caroline Carter <Caroline.Carter@snh.gov.uk>; Liam Wright
<Liam.Wright@snh.gov.uk>
Cc: Cathy Tilbrook <Cathy.Tilbrook@snh.gov.uk>
Subject: RE: ADD workshop
Hi
Sorry for delay in replying.
Cathy is not available that date so there are a couple of options –
 postpone until the new year – this would also allow some further updates from ongoing research on ADDs
to feed into discussions (PhD research and SARF project)
 continue with the meeting on 13th to discuss best practice options for ADD use in the Sound of Mull area in
particular (Caroline, Liam and myself could all attend this meeting)
We don’t believe noise emitting constantly is best practice so discussion points on best practice from our side have
included:
– No noise emitting constantly ‐from the seal licensing questionnaire – this would appear to be quite a big ask for
lots of farms?
– Triggered ADDs – what this actually means in terms of the amount of time noise is being emitted, using ADD
equipment reports to help get a feel for this? Do mechanically triggered devices emit more noise in terms of
time being on than manually triggered (e.g. on seal sightings)?
– How feasible might a strategic approach be to avoid time noise being emitted increasing any further in future
and minimising the time noise being emitted where possible?
Let me know if you think the above would be useful to discuss on the 14th or whether you wish to wait until the new
year where we could possibly have an additional section to the wider SSPO liaison meeting for those interested?
Cheers
Suz

Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk

From:
@scottishsalmon.co.uk]
Sent: 14 November 2016 16:13
To: Caroline Carter; Suzanne Henderson
Cc: Cathy Tilbrook
Subject: RE: ADD workshop

Hi Suz and Caroline,
Is the date below suitable?
Regards

From:
Sent: 03 November 2016 14:51
To: Caroline Carter <Caroline.Carter@snh.gov.uk>; Suzanne Henderson <Suzanne.Henderson@snh.gov.uk>
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Cc: 'Cathy Tilbrook (Cathy.Tilbrook@snh.gov.uk)' <Cathy.Tilbrook@snh.gov.uk>
Subject: ADD workshop
Hi Suz and Caroline,
I have had a fairly limited response to my request for dates for the ADD workshop, the first week in
December looks like it won’t be possible. How does Tuesday 13th December look (in Inverness?)
Regards

Scottish Salmon Producers’ Organisation
Tel:
Mb:
Email:

@scottishsalmon.co.uk
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Suzanne Henderson
24 March 2016 10:47

RE: Consultation on a new harbour porpoise SAC

Hi
All good here thanks .
Great news you are keen to be involved.
SSPO have no objections to meet all together – and the 10th May has been suggested so far.
from SSPO has agreed to try and coordinate dates and will be in touch with you shortly ‐together with
their members.
Many thanks
Suz

Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk

From:
@griegseafood.com]
Sent: 23 March 2016 19:06
To: Suzanne Henderson
Cc:
Subject: Re: Consultation on a new harbour porpoise SAC

Hi Suz. Nice to hear from you and hope you are well. We would certainly be keen to be involved in the consultation
process. We are happy to meet together with the SSPO members as long as they have no objections. Please let us
know the dates. I have copied
and
from our environmental dept into this email.
Best regards.
Sent from my iPhone
On 23 Mar 2016, at 16:58, Suzanne Henderson <Suzanne.Henderson@snh.gov.uk> wrote:
Dear
I hope all is well in Shetland.
A consultation for a new harbour porpoise SAC has gone live today and will run for 8 weeks– please
see www.snh.gov.uk/porpoiseSAC.
Some of Grieg fish farm sites are within the newly proposed SAC boundary and we want to offer you
the opportunity to meet up to discuss the proposed site and in particular our developing thoughts
on potential management options over the use of ADDs. We had pre‐consultation meetings in
August last year with SSPO members over 2 smaller sites that were originally proposed. These
original sites did not include any Grieg farms, but the new boundary means that these discussions
are now relevant to your company.
We are about to canvas dates with SSPO and their members to meet up and discuss the proposed
site and the associated supporting documents sometime in May. Would you or someone else from
your company like to attend this meeting as well? Inverness or Perth are usually the most suitable
1

venues for the majority. If you would prefer to meet separately – we hope we could arrange that
too, but it might be logistically better to hold it on the same day as we meet SSPO ‐ if possible.
We will shortly be contacting everyone via a doodle poll and so would like to add you to the list of
contacts. Please let me know your thoughts.
Best Regards
Suz

Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Suzanne Henderson
27 January 2017 12:00
Cathy Tilbrook; George Lees
Liam Wright; Caroline Carter; Karen Hall
RE: Draft Note of ADD / EPS Meeting with MS - 8 Nov 2016

Hi Cathy, George,
I think this all makes sense – and good to see it moving forward (note
was asking how things were
progressing).
A couple of points:
In Annex 2 ‐ we talk a bit about less sensitive locations and sensitive/higher risk areas – I think it would be worth
stating what these might be, or the sorts of things we might use to pinpoint areas – if we can agree. In addition – do
we want MS input/thoughts on this? If so we perhaps need to highlight we want their opinion and further discussion
so that ultimately these areas can be made clear to everyone – which would help any licence process.
A similar point for Annex 1 where we talk about higher cumulative pressure – might be worth clarifying what we
mean here (e.g. topographically restrictive and/ or higher number of farms?)– so that MS can respond
appropriately?
Cheers
Suz
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk

From: Cathy Tilbrook
Sent: 26 January 2017 16:15
To: George Lees
Cc: Suzanne Henderson; Liam Wright; Caroline Carter; Karen Hall
Subject: RE: Draft Note of ADD / EPS Meeting with MS - 8 Nov 2016

Hi all
Many thanks to George for doing such a good job in pulling the note together and my apologies for such a long delay
in commenting. I have spent a bit of time on this today and have added a fair bit of text, plus some queries that I’d
value quick further comments on before we finalise and send (next week?). I also had a useful chat with Ben Ross
and am even more convinced that the ‘Class EPS licence’ is the most promising approach for most options (see
annex 2).
Might be useful to set up a quick t/c (next Tues?) if we need to discuss and reach final agreement on any of this?
Cheers, Cathy
From: George Lees
Sent: 24 January 2017 18:38
To: Cathy Tilbrook
Subject: FW: Draft Note of ADD / EPS Meeting with MS - 8 Nov 2016
Importance: High

Cathy: as you may have noticed,
has been tasked, on the MS Policy side at least, with progressing this
matter. Can you check my previously drafted (draft) minute and let me know if you’re happy for me to send that on
1

to her (and other attendees). Also, Suz, Liam and I have had a first stab at the questions we wanted to ask of MS.
That still needs tidied up a bit. I’m happy to do that but would value your thoughts on what we have so far and
whether anything is missing from your perspective.
Many thanks.
George
From: George Lees
Sent: 08 December 2016 18:43
To: Suzanne Henderson; Liam Wright; Caroline Carter; Karen Hall; Cathy Tilbrook
Subject: RE: Draft Note of ADD / EPS Meeting with MS - 8 Nov 2016
Importance: High

All: am conscious that I’ve left this hanging a bit. Have taken my original meeting note and tweaked it very slightly
(inc edits suggested by Liam / Suz), so that it can be sent to MS for comment and subsequent endorsement as a
minute of the meeting. NB Suz / Liam: have added in an action for one of you to check with
the point made in
the meeting about enforceable conditions being a requirement for the cSAC.
Have added an annex for listing the questions we wanted answers to but not got very far. Please can you all have a
think about what the key questions are and add them in (Annex 1). We were also asked to outline some
suggestions of how EPS licensing (or planning control) might be implemented, practically. Haven’t added anything
there yet, though have copied Liam’s suggestions into the main body of the note. Again, if you have suggestions,
add them in (Annex 2).
Get back to me (and mark on draft) any final changes needed for the minute so we can send out.
Ta.
George
From: Suzanne Henderson
Sent: 10 November 2016 15:34
To: Liam Wright; George Lees; Caroline Carter; Karen Hall; Cathy Tilbrook
Subject: RE: Draft Note of ADD / EPS Meeting with MS - 8 Nov 2016

George,
I agree – well done on summarising the rambling discussions from Tuesday!
Very minor comments in document.
Liam – your table is very useful, and think it might be a good starting point if we.
We perhaps need to get to the bottom of how we feel about the level of noise emitting from triggered devices in
“high risk” areas…..
My thoughts are that cumulative issues might be more tricky to deal with, particularly in the higher risk areas‐
perhaps the farms need to work together to have suitable mitigation in place……?

One question I would be keen to ask MS is the whole issue about higher risk areas (in terms of both EPA and the HP
SAC).
Higher numbers of farms using ADDs in areas where there could be a restriction in movement/disturbance to HP (in
terms of the CO and the EPS tests for elsewhere) seems to suggest higher risk, particularly cumulative risk… do they
agree? Perhaps we need to ascertain Caroline and Karen’s view on this first, in light of the changed CO? Sorry – I
don’t know the details ehre.
One other point that wasn’t made at the meeting ‐ was the argument over current levels of noise emission from
ADDs should be taken to be ok – as we have managed to select an area good for HP despite the ADDs being used
currently. I think you highlight our concerns to address this – in the first of your bulleted objectives below Action 3.
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Cheers
Suz

Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk

From: Liam Wright
Sent: 10 November 2016 13:08
To: George Lees; Caroline Carter; Karen Hall; Suzanne Henderson; Cathy Tilbrook
Subject: RE: Draft Note of ADD / EPS Meeting with MS - 8 Nov 2016

Hi George,
I think you’ve done a really good job of making sense of the discussions!
In terms of the point:
The pros and cons of different options for managing ADD use, whether via EPS or legislation or Planning control,
were discussed
My recollection of two specific examples / option are as follows:
Options:
a) Introduce EPS process for all aquaculture ADDs
i)
Have a general licence which sets out / conditions basic ‘best practice’ mitigation in less sensitive
locations
ii)
In sensitive locations have a site‐specific licence which sets out site‐specific mitigation to be conditioned
b) Use planning conditions as first stage mitigation
i)
Condition ‘best practice’ mitigation at all sites through planning
ii)
Any breach of these conditions would be considered reckless disturbance and would require a licence or
else an offence would be committed
Though not specifically mentioned on Tuesday, if we went down the route of option b) it would follow that in
sensitive locations ‘best practice’ mitigation may not be sufficient and so additional mitigation may be required
(potentially including no ADDs without a license).
I was thinking this through again last night and comparing ADDs as mitigation for pilling vs ADD use at fish farms. I
have tried to summarise that thought process in the attached table. This depends on the definition of reckless, but
assuming the most basic definition of reckless as ’doing something without regard for the consequences’ my
thought process led me along this line. Almost certainly jumping the gun but I would be interested if folk could have
a think about this and consider whether route b) along the lines of the attached might be a legislatively tight
compromise, should MS dig their heals in wrt. route a).
Thanks,
Liam
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From: George Lees
Sent: 09 November 2016 19:02
To: Caroline Carter; Karen Hall; Suzanne Henderson; Liam Wright; Cathy Tilbrook
Subject: Draft Note of ADD / EPS Meeting with MS - 8 Nov 2016

All: I’ve pulled together my notes of yesterday’s meeting. It is a bit of a brain dump. Also, because we jumped
around a bit I’ve grouped points, broadly, thematically, and some of the items may appear out of order (in terms of
when we discussed them). Please can you all check and correct anything I’ve got wrong and add in anything I’ve
missed. NB This is an internal note, not for sharing with MS, at this stage. I’ll prepare something more succinct and
tidier for that purpose, once I’ve got feedback on this from you.
While you are at it you’ll recall the action that we provide to MS a list of questions. I’ve not started that here
(though various of the actions are probably relevant to that) but it would probably be helpful if, when responding,
there are any specifically that you want Cathy (or whoever) to raise with them.
George
Dr George Lees
Policy & Advice Manager (Marine Renewables)
Scottish Natural Heritage
Battleby
Redgorton
PERTH
PH1 3EW
Tel: 01738 444177 (s’board)
01738 458621 (direct)
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Caroline Carter
06 October 2016 15:33
Suzanne Henderson; Liam Wright; Alex Turner
Cathy Tilbrook; Karen Hall
RE: Draft text for Portree fish farm response relating to ADDs and Inner Hebrides
and the Minches cSAC

Hi All,
I think the draft Alex sent through is in keeping with what we have said within our HP SAC management options
paper and isn’t diverging from what we have said to industry. I don’t have anything major to add. Given the
timescale for this response, I think as long as industry are aware that our view is still being formed and they are
involved in discussions, we shouldn’t get tied into this being precedent setting (I hope).
Is the proforma for our use only? Or does it get sent with our response? If it’s sent , we probably should clarify the
conservation objectives, the text is being refined currently and as far as I’m aware it’s not quite finalised. Karen is off
now until the end of October, so we might need to check with Katie or Greg what text we should be using? I think
the latest is:
1. To avoid deterioration of the habitats or significant disturbance of harbour porpoise thus ensuring that
the integrity of the site is maintained and it continues to make an appropriate contribution to harbour
porpoise remaining at favourable conservation status in UK waters.
2. To ensure that, except where due to natural changes, the following are maintained in the long term:
2a. The relatively high density of harbour porpoise throughout the site compared to other parts of the
continental shelf within the West Scotland Management Unit.
2b. The distribution of harbour porpoise throughout the site by avoiding significant disturbance
2c. The condition of supporting habitats and processes, and the availability of prey for harbour porpoise.
For 2. This might be changed to ‐ “To ensure that, except where due to environmental change, the following are
maintained in the long term:” it’s not finalised yet…

We’ve highlighted straits and sounds as areas that we want to look at more closely, including possible cumulative
effect with other fish farms, and this application falls within that category. The conditions we are asking for here are
in keeping with what the applicant is planning so that shouldn’t be a problem for this application.
Liam makes a good point in that the fact we are saying it’s ok to use a triggered device in an SAC may mean we
won’t be able to object to the use of ADDs anywhere else, and I’m not sure of a good answer to that. This isn’t for
this application, but I feel that our stance should be no ADD unless the need is substantiated, or that the applicant is
using a device that specifically targets seals and has no effect on cetaceans (ie the new ones – hopefully in the
future). To cut down on noise pollution no device (low freq or other‐wise) should be deployed continuously.
Triggered devices logically seem the next step. I’m not sure how other non‐triggered devices could be operated in a
similar way though? This would mean a person would need to be present to switch it on? When/how would this be
switched off? (and do we know how triggered devices stop after being triggered?).
My reading of the device that they are proposing is that it is using an Airmar transducer – in the application, they
cite acoustic characteristics identical to the Airmar (freq/level) so the ‘new system’ is I think to do with the operation
– wireless links, communication to the lap top – and some form of trigger not specified. The website has very little
information that is of use to us (also they call the device ultrasonic – which it is not, if it emits at 10kHz as we have
been told – this is within human hearing and therefore not ultrasonic – ug…).
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As an aside, this company are located at the marine ‘park’ next to SAMS in Oban. I know Denise has spoken to the
guy in detail about ADDs so we could probably arrange for him to come and tell us all about his system if it would be
of interest.
We could add in something about noise reduction and the work towards better acoustic targeting to seals, there is
text in the management options paper that we could add in (Obj A2067288)??
I agree the anti‐predator nets and gill nets are two separate things. I’m not aware of anti‐predator nets being an
issue for porpoise, I don’t think there is much out there on small cetaceans being entangled in fish farm nets. The gill
nets maybe more of an issue as this is linked to bycatch. As mitigation for gill nets in fisheries, pingers are used
(much as I don’t want to recommend more noise pollution….) but pingers are much lower in power than typical fish
farm ADDs and are designed to ‘alert’ the cetacean to the presence of the net therefore avoiding entanglement. We
could think about this I guess.
Sorry this is last minute and rushed…
Caroline

From: Suzanne Henderson
Sent: 06 October 2016 12:27
To: Liam Wright; Alex Turner; Caroline Carter
Cc: Cathy Tilbrook; Karen Hall
Subject: RE: Draft text for Portree fish farm response relating to ADDs and Inner Hebrides and the Minches cSAC

Hi All,
My queries re triggered devices still stand ‐ do we really want to stipulate a triggered device ‐ or would we also be
happy with a device operated in a certain manner similar to triggered devices ‐ i.e. when seals are
present/stressing/damaging fish?
Also – the device they are proposing – I am not sure it’s a triggered device in terms of the same design as the Ace
aquactec one. This is more a device aimed at causing real discomfort to seals – so suspect the noise emission is
different – but no details are available from my search of the website?
http://www.otaq.co.uk/products/sealfence‐seal‐and‐sea‐lion‐deterrent/
Perhaps when the seal crosses the “fence” the noise is triggered, but its not clear what the trigger is.
For info The ace aquatic US3 device is a triggered device that can be set to a rate of 0 – so it only scrams when
triggered by fish bumping into the sensors (when stressed) or by sensors bumping into the net by bad weather.
You can also set the rate differently – see below‐ this rate is the number of scrams per minute (from 0 to 144), and
works independently of a trigger event. I am less sure about what noise is emitted during each “scram”.
http://www.aceaquatec.com/us3‐user‐manual‐2.2
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Karen, Caroline ‐ do we want to say anything alongside the reducing noise in general bit, about moving towards
ADDs that are more specific to seals and less impacts to cetaceans?
I think the antipredator nets (to protect fish from seals) and gill nets (to capture escape fish) are two different things
to consider. If the farm can guarantee well tensioned antipredator nets ‐ (although this is not always the case if too
exposed), then I am not sure this is a big issue for HP but better if Caroline or Karen advise here.
I think we should be able to rely on MS to consider HP in any fish escape plan and therefore consider gill nets in this
light‐ but unsure really if MS will do this. There is still an issue over their role as a competent authority from FHI for
instance. Karen/Caroline ‐ any thoughts here? Maybe one to tackle separately though as Alex suggests rather than
through the planning process?
Suz
Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Liam Wright
Sent: 06 October 2016 11:17
To: Alex Turner; Caroline Carter
Cc: Suzanne Henderson; Cathy Tilbrook; Karen Hall
Subject: RE: Draft text for Portree fish farm response relating to ADDs and Inner Hebrides and the Minches cSAC
Hi Alex,
Well done. I think this looks good and don't have further comments on your draft text. Do we want to suggest that
these measures should be included in an EMP or are we happy to leave that up to THC to decide? There's still some
3

difficult questions to answer ‐ not least the fact that we are saying disturbance is likely (but in terms of CO not
significant) so technically it would follow that EPS appraisal / licence would be required too. Is this something we
should flag in the response? Or at least that it should be considered / discussed with MS‐LOT (which will ultimately
come back to us). Also, I'm still aware that this will open the door to ADD use (in line with the mitigation we suggest
in this response) across the SAC, in areas we have said no to them before we had the SAC, as well as more widely in
other wider seas areas we have advised against previously, though we will just have to deal with this issue as and
when it arises. I think we need to progress EPS licencing discussions with MS‐LOT as a matter of high priority as this
has definitely forced the issue of EPS licensing for aquaculture.
Happy to discuss further.
Liam
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Alex Turner
Sent: 04 October 2016 17:36
To: Liam Wright; Caroline Carter
Cc: Suzanne Henderson; Cathy Tilbrook; Karen Hall
Subject: Draft text for Portree fish farm response relating to ADDs and Inner Hebrides and the Minches cSAC
Importance: High
Liam and Caroline
Following discussions with Cathy and George Hogg I have drafted the attached text to support a conditioned
objection. Please could you provide comment on whether you think it is appropriate in the next couple of days. I
need to get the response to George by Friday at the latest.
I also attach the link to the (very draft) HRA, mainly because it summarises the proposals (the assessment of impacts
is incomplete).
Many thanks
Alex

Please could you
"NATURA APPRAISAL PROFORMA ‐ Portree FF ‐ 9 September 2016" (A2102461) "Draft text options for Portree fish
farm response relating to ADDs and Inner Hebrides and the Minches cSAC ‐ 3 October 2016" (A2102462)

Open in Navigator
Double click on the attachment
Open in Your Browser
NATURA APPRAISAL PROFORMA ‐ Portree FF ‐ 9 September 2016
Latest: https://erdms.snh.gov.uk/id:A2102461/document/versions/latest
Published:
https://erdms.snh.gov.uk/id:A2102461/document/versions/published
Draft text options for Portree fish farm response relating to ADDs and Inner Hebrides and the Minches cSAC ‐ 3
October 2016
Latest: https://erdms.snh.gov.uk/id:A2102462/document/versions/latest
Published:
https://erdms.snh.gov.uk/id:A2102462/document/versions/published
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Karen Hall
28 October 2016 11:38
Suzanne Henderson; Cathy Tilbrook; Caroline Carter; Liam Wright; Nathan
Mclaughlan; Kate Thompson; Donna Yule
George Lees; Jane Dodd
RE: EPS and ADD use at fish farms meeting

All
Related to ongoing discussions: Nathan (with his licensing hat on) has had a query from
at Scottish
Seafarms ( we think she is based in Orkney?) about undertaking some research on ADDs by trialling different
frequencies and what they need to supply for an EPS license. We are not sure if this is linked to the
previous/ongoing study, the location of the trial or anything else. Nathan is going back to Kirsty to request more
details and will pass them on in due course.
Donna/Kate – I don’t suppose you know anything further about what is planned?
Karen
From: Suzanne Henderson
Sent: 27 October 2016 11:03
To:
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot'
@gov.scot)';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot'; Cathy Tilbrook; Caroline Carter; Liam Wright; Karen Hall;
Cc: George Lees; Jane Dodd
Subject: RE: EPS and ADD use at fish farms meeting

@gov.scot';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot'

Hello,
Many thanks to all for filling in the doodle poll.
The best date for most people is Tuesday 8 November so please keep this date free.
Apologies to those who can’t make this date.
We can offer SNH Battleby as a location but as I have not heard from
or
yet – it maybe
Edinburgh might make attendance more easy for you both – please let me know if this is the case and if you could
host.
Otherwise I have booked a room at Battleby and suggest times of 11‐3pm to tie in with transport and lunch will be
provided.
Will be in touch with an agenda soon.
Cheers
Suz

Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk
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From: Suzanne Henderson
Sent: 11 October 2016 10:27
To:
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot'
@gov.scot)';
@gov.scot';
@gove.scot';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot'; Cathy Tilbrook; Caroline Carter; Liam Wright; Karen Hall
Cc: George Lees; Jane Dodd
Subject: EPS and ADD use at fish farms meeting

Hello all,
If you recall we had a meeting way back in April 2015 to discuss the consideration of EPS licensing or otherwise for
the use of ADDs at fish farms, particularly in light of the then newly published EPS Guidance, and various bits of
research on ADDs.
We are keen to reopen this dialogue and suggest another meeting in the first half of November to try and reach
some consensus between us.
I have attached some draft notes and actions from the last meeting that George and Caroline were working on.
Apologies, but I do not think this was ever sent round.
Please can you fill in the doodle poll below to indicate your availability, or let me know if there is someone more
appropriate to invite. Hopefully we can get a date where most folk are available.

Many thanks
Suz

Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk
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Otherwise I have booked a room at Battleby and suggest times of 11‐3pm to tie in with transport and lunch will be
provided.
Will be in touch with an agenda soon.
Cheers
Suz

Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk

From: Suzanne Henderson
Sent: 11 October 2016 10:27
To:
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot'
@gov.scot)';
@gov.scot';
@gove.scot';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot';
@gov.scot'; Cathy Tilbrook; Caroline Carter; Liam Wright; Karen Hall
Cc: George Lees; Jane Dodd
Subject: EPS and ADD use at fish farms meeting

Hello all,
If you recall we had a meeting way back in April 2015 to discuss the consideration of EPS licensing or otherwise for
the use of ADDs at fish farms, particularly in light of the then newly published EPS Guidance, and various bits of
research on ADDs.
We are keen to reopen this dialogue and suggest another meeting in the first half of November to try and reach
some consensus between us.
I have attached some draft notes and actions from the last meeting that George and Caroline were working on.
Apologies, but I do not think this was ever sent round.
Please can you fill in the doodle poll below to indicate your availability, or let me know if there is someone more
appropriate to invite. Hopefully we can get a date where most folk are available.
http://doodle.com/poll/iven35r7hw972n62

Many thanks
Suz

Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
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Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Suzanne Henderson
30 January 2017 16:57
Caroline Carter; Liam Wright; Cathy Tilbrook
George Lees
RE: Follow up: ADD workshop

Hi Caroline,
Its looking good so far and know it’s a balance on having too much info and not enough…..
A few quick comments –
2. I find the diagram with source and distance text a bit difficult to read – sorry – might be something to do with
original quality?
4. I know we want to keep this non‐ technical but think we need some reference to legislation/importance of
existing protection?
Also in the text – might be worth a brackets after the text disturbance and say something like altered normal
behaviour…. or something…?
6. Ultimate aim – do we want to emphasise here anything about strategic initiatives (MS sign up to things such as
MSFD without actually mentioning the detail) or leave it as an SNH goal to ensure regulators and others don’t fall
foul of legislation? We need to persuade them its their ultimate aim and to understand the strength of the reasons
why?
Do we need a few references? I know this is for site managers, but some of them are involved in research and may be keen to
follow up some of the information?
Maybe one to run past Jamie….? I just worry they might think its all just SNH opinion‐ when we know there is published
research.
I think we should brand it in some way – so its clear we have produced it ‐ although hestitant as not sure we need publishing
team inovolved, as its shaping up well so far.
Suz

Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk

From: Caroline Carter
Sent: 30 January 2017 10:55
To: Liam Wright; Suzanne Henderson; Cathy Tilbrook
Cc: George Lees
Subject: RE: Follow up: ADD workshop

Hi all,
This is where I’ve got to on this. It’s A3 because I thought that would be printable as well as projectable. I’ve
generated all the diagrams using word to avoid any copy write issues and I’ve added a bit of text in bullet point and
non‐science wording. I’m happy to hear what you think. I can change any or all of it ‐ it’s not set in stone ‐ but this is
kinda what I had in mind. Depending on your thoughts, we could also send it on to the group for their input?
Thanks,
Caroline
From: Liam Wright
Sent: 26 January 2017 09:22
To: Caroline Carter; Suzanne Henderson; Cathy Tilbrook
Subject: RE: Follow up: ADD workshop
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Hi Caroline,
Thanks, sounds as though you are on the case. I’m happy to progress it however you see fit. I don’t think it has to be
a corporate flier, just whatever will work best for industry. Do you want the help of the SNH design people or are
you saying you happy to deal with it without their input?
Cheers
Liam
From: Caroline Carter
Sent: 25 January 2017 17:36
To: Liam Wright; Suzanne Henderson; Cathy Tilbrook
Subject: RE: Follow up: ADD workshop

Thanks Liam,
I have already made a start on thinking about what should be included for this purpose, and I agree that it should
not be scientific in style. It’s a big technical subject, so I have already put some thought into how to present this to a
lay audience. We will need to be careful with the images, many that are available may have copywrite, I may be
able to use some from my previous presentations, but I think I may need to put some together myself as a lot will be
too technical. Having said that I would not want to make it too simple.
I’m on it ‐ I don’t think this will take me too long, but I just need some concerted time to consider it fully. My plan
was once I had ideas together to then circulate for us to discuss, and at that point look at the form it should take.
I was speaking to
the other day (he rang me re killer whale sound deterrent) and we touched upon this
material. When we spoke about this at the meeting we were talking more about a poster than a flyer. This all came
about from a request for some help re images from ourselves to help the companies themselves raise awareness.
suggested something that could be in digital form for them to either project or print out as needed. They were
not looking for a corporate type flyer – but is this how we now want to progress this?
Caroline
From: Liam Wright
Sent: 25 January 2017 17:04
To: Caroline Carter; Suzanne Henderson; Cathy Tilbrook
Subject: RE: Follow up: ADD workshop

Hi Caroline,
Just a quick email to let you know that I had a chat with Jim Jeffries about the possibility of producing some
awareness raising material for industry. He was very positive and thought, given the very defined scope, that there
would be a good chance that our internal designers would be able to turn something round in‐house relatively
quickly (based on the assumption it would be something along the lines of an A4 flier) without us needing to bid for
their time. Jim is going to speak to Alison Herman who manages our design team next week, she should hopefully be
able to confirm this will be ok.
We need to gather some images (Jim thought it would be best to keep the images simple but strong!) and pull
together a few bullet points on the info we want to convey. He thought we should try and keep it as simple and non‐
scientific as possible, given the target audience is going to be farm managers.
Might be easiest for us to have a quick chat on what sort of info we want to convey and think about how to pull it all
together in a form that will fit on an A4 flier!
Speak soon.
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Liam

From: Caroline Carter
Sent: 16 January 2017 12:29
To: Liam Wright; Suzanne Henderson; Cathy Tilbrook
Subject: RE: Follow up: ADD workshop

Hi Liam,
I’ve not had chance to think about this in detail yet. We don’t have existing materials that we can use so it will have
to be from scratch. At the meeting we were talking about a poster, but maybe a flyer might be more appropriate? I
have images/figures etc from talks that I have done in the past which I could use.
I’m not sure we were offering to supply the physical poster/flyers, I think I had in mind that we put together the
information and then the industry can distribute as they feel most useful. Happy to hear what you think on what
would be most useful… particularly if there is any SNH/Comms requirement/format on us producing this kind of
raising awareness material? Who should I speak to about this?
I might get chance this Wednesday to start thinking about content, or more realistically – next week (23‐27)
Chat tomorrow? And then confirm
Caroline

From: Liam Wright
Sent: 16 January 2017 12:11
To: Caroline Carter; Suzanne Henderson; Cathy Tilbrook
Subject: FW: Follow up: ADD workshop

Hi all,
We have some actions from the recent ADD BP meeting we had in Oban. I have put suggested names against each
but happy to change as required. The most pressing action appears to be the awareness raising material. Caroline,
just wondered what your thoughts are on us pulling something together for this? Do we have any existing materials
that could be used, or tweaked and then used? Is this something we could do ourselves or do you think we need to
involve our comm’s people too?
SNH actions:
ACTION: Two masters projects on ADD noise surveys have been undertaken. SNH to distribute these to the group
when they are published. – Caroline
ACTION: SNH to interrogate seal licence data from MS and identify gaps. – All (Liam undertake initial filter and
circulate spreadsheet)
ACTION: SNH to develop awareness raising information / poster for industry to distribute to all farms ‐ Caroline if
required with help from Liam and Comm’s?
ACTION: SNH to initiate discussions with Freedom Foods – Cathy / Caroline via SASWAG / freedom foods review
?
Though it’s not in the minutes I also recall us saying we would consider our position on the sites on the east coast of
the OH. These sites are outside the boundary of the SAC but will have connectivity. It would be good to agree a
position on how we consider these sites. Perhaps we could discuss this tomorrow?
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Thanks
Liam
From:
@scottishsalmon.co.uk]
Sent: 10 January 2017 12:43
To: Suzanne Henderson; Liam Wright; Caroline Carter
Cc:
@scottishseafarms.com)';
Subject: Follow up: ADD workshop

Dear Suz, Liam and Caroline,
Attached are some brief notes and actions from the meeting we held in Oban on the 13th December.
Hopefully they are fairly self-explanatory. One of the actions was for SNH to provide some posters / fliers to
raise awareness. Caroline, is this something that could be done fairly promptly? One of our member
companies is undertaking an event with their farm managers and it would be an ideal opportunity to raise
awareness with them about underwater noise. Let me know what sort of timescales are involved, i.e.
whether it’s a case of distributing something or starting from scratch with design and print.
Best Regards

Scottish Salmon Producers’ Organisation
Tel:
Mb:
Email:

@scottishsalmon.co.uk
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Donna Yule
19 September 2016 09:11
Liam Wright; Suzanne Henderson
RE: Low Frequency ADD's

Very interesting and quite worrying! To my knowledge, there has been no testing in Orkney and that no EPS
licences had been issued. I have just had a quick chat with Kate to see if she was aware of anything while I was off, I
will forward the emails she has sent me.
Suz, are you able to shed any light on this testing and the claims made in the product pdf?
Thanks
Donna
Donna Yule
Operations Officer, Orkney
Scottish Natural Heritage | 54-56 Junction Road | Kirkwall | Orkney | KW15 1AW
Direct dial: 01856 886157
Extension: 7206157
e-mail: Donna.yule@snh.gov.uk
Working days Mon-Thurs

From: Liam Wright
Sent: 15 September 2016 17:28
To: Donna Yule; Suzanne Henderson
Subject: RE: Low Frequency ADD's

Also note that in the PDF they provided the manufacturer states:

From: Donna Yule
Sent: 15 September 2016 17:06
To: Suzanne Henderson
Cc: Liam Wright
Subject: RE: Low Frequency ADD's
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Hi Suz
Didn’t think you had given permission but you had given us a heads up that there may be an ADD enquiry for up
here. Have filed the request in erdms qB7798, obj ref A2088527. Will send an acknowledgement of email to
. Will get request added to CMS and will probably be in touch with you/Liam next week if that is ok?
Donna
Donna Yule
Operations Officer, Orkney
Scottish Natural Heritage | 54-56 Junction Road | Kirkwall | Orkney | KW15 1AW
Direct dial: 01856 886157
Extension: 7206157
e-mail: Donna.yule@snh.gov.uk
Working days Mon-Thurs

From: Liam Wright
Sent: 15 September 2016 17:02
To: Suzanne Henderson; Donna Yule
Subject: RE: Low Frequency ADD's

I’m pretty sure an EPS licence was granted for a trial up in Scapa Flow previously. Will look for the details but, yes,
Caroline was involved with that.
From: Suzanne Henderson
Sent: 15 September 2016 16:56
To: Donna Yule; Liam Wright
Subject: RE: Low Frequency ADD's

Hi
To be aware ‐ I have not given any such permission!
Not sure if this has been through licensing though and maybe Caroline was involved?
from SSF did speak to me about wanting to trial using ADDs though in Scapa – and wondered who should
they contact ‐ think I relayed this to you both, so maybe related?
Suz
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk

From:
Sent: 15 September 2016 16:05
To: Donna Yule
Cc: Kirsty Brown; Suzanne Henderson
Subject: Low Frequency ADD's

@scottishseafarms.com]

Hi Donna
I was hoping that you could help me out. We were hoping to trial a new low frequency (Cetacean Friendly) Anti
Deterrent Device at two sites in Orkney this winter. The sites we had in mind were Toyness and Wyre, I’d appreciate
it if you could advise on how we would get the appropriate permission to install the systems.
Further details on the proposed system is attached, the manufacturer claims that they have permission from SNH
(Via Suzanne Henderson) to deploy these ADD’s in protected areas. However, I thought I’d double check locally that
this was indeed the case before I took the project any further.
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Caroline Carter
24 March 2016 14:20
Jane Dodd
Liam Wright; Suzanne Henderson; Andrew Campbell
RE: SSPO HP dSAC pre consultation discussions

Hi Jane,
I don’t think we would be able to meaningfully model disturbance zones for harbour seals. The disturbance
thresholds for cetaceans are tenuous enough as behavioural reactions are highly context driven and there is huge
variability of observed responses event to the same stimulus.
The zones as modelled for HP use the only useable disturbance threshold published (dBht could offer a disturbance
zone – but there are serious concerns with this methodology, it’s also proprietary to Subacoustec so we would not
be able to model this effectively). There is not the equivalent for seals for disturbance to continuous sounds
specified in the literature (there is a threshold for impulsive sounds but this is related to sources such as pile driving
or explosives).
The modelling I did was unweighted, it essentially takes the source level, subtracts the modelled propagation loss
(PL) to estimate received levels at distance, the RL is then compared to the disturbance threshold to estimate a
range. Unweighted ‐ means there was no filter applied to account for differences in hearing abilities, but PL was
modelled at 10kHz which is well within the hearing ability of both cetaceans and pinnipeds which would not be
filtered out using weighting.
Southall et al (2007) is a key resource that we use for injury and disturbance and in this text, they state –
“The effects of nonpulse exposures on pinnipeds are poorly understood”

(the nonpulse category includes ADDs)

“…limited available data suggest exposures between 90 – 140 dB re 1µPa generally do not induce strong behavioural
responses “.
The threshold level used for the modelling I did was 120 dB re 1µPa. So we could infer that the disturbance zone for
seals would be less than the 2.5km as modelled?? But I’m not sure we should put a number on this as the evidence
is not there – and defining behavioural responses is really on shaky ground.
Sorry not to be more positive, please come back to me if you have any queries.
Best,
Caroline

From: Jane Dodd
Sent: 23 March 2016 12:13
To: Caroline Carter
Cc: Liam Wright; Suzanne Henderson; Andrew Campbell
Subject: RE: SSPO HP dSAC pre consultation discussions

Thanks for these Suz.
Caroline,
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Would it be possible to model acoustic disturbance zones for harbour seals in the same way? It might further help
our discussions with the industry about ADD use. I am concerned about the implications for the “no disturbance”
conservation objective for seal SACs…
Jane.
From: Suzanne Henderson
Sent: 22 March 2016 12:09
To: Jane Dodd; Andrew Campbell
Cc: Liam Wright
Subject: SSPO HP dSAC pre consultation discussions

Jane, Andrew,
Attached are the maps we produced along with Caroline’s method for the modelling of acoustic disturbance zones.
There are 2 buffers (with lots of caveats due to unknowns!): one for terecos ‐50m – but so small it is represented by
a cross, and the other ADDs – 2500m.
There are two SSPO data maps and these are for the 2 original HP dSAC areas which we asked SSPO for their data
(2015 info).
There are 3 MS licence data maps ‐ I did these using the data in the seal licence info Oana sent me (2014/15 info).
I tried to do something with the information on how often the ADDs are being used – hence the different colours.
There maybe other sites which were not in the seal licence data information – but are still active fish farm sites‐ that
we might have missed – see the all active sites map.
Discussions were more about assurances that we would not be suggesting a complete ban on ADDs, but more about
working with them to reduce noise pollution particularly in areas of higher risk (SoMull), and a longer term goal of
other types of ADDs (if the low frequency ones prove to have no impacts on cetaceans).
We highlighted the ongoing work on CO.
The new Impact Assessment by MS – shows a small financial impact on industry and SSPO seemed happy with that
too.
Note we have not spoken directly to actual companies yet – SSPO were tasked in doing that, but a meeting is
planned in April some time.

Cheers
Suz

Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Katie Gillham
12 March 2016 17:45
Suzanne Henderson; Caroline Carter; Cathy Tilbrook; Liam Wright; John Baxter
George Lees
RE: SSPO HP SAC preconsultation meeting

Hi Suz
Thanks for copying me in. Given
email following the SPA workshop (you’ll have seen my response), it might
be worth adding this to the agenda to provide reassurance?
Thanks
Katie
-----Original Appointment----From: Suzanne Henderson
Sent: 10 March 2016 16:16
To: Caroline Carter; Cathy Tilbrook; Liam Wright; John Baxter
Cc: Katie Gillham; George Lees
Subject: SSPO HP SAC preconsultation meeting
When: 16 March 2016 15:00-16:00 (UTC) Dublin, Edinburgh, Lisbon, London.
Where: teleconference

Hello all, (cc Katie and George for info only) and John in case you are attending on the 17th!
I think we might need a quick catch up before the SSPO meeting on 17th next week, to agree on how to present the
updated HP SAC information.
We will find out on Wednesday morning – on the specifics of what we can and can’t say at the meeting, but I think
the main discussion will be our actions from the last meeting.
Attached below are the last HP SAC ADD workshop notes, Caroline’s draft internal note on acoustic disturbance
zones from current ADDs, the latest MOP, and draft acoustic disturbance maps using buffers from Caroline’s
modelling. Note that the Terecos modelled buffer is so small you can’t see it on the maps, so I have labelled these
with a big cross. The maps should help discussions on cumulative/higher risk areas – so let me know what you think.
I will try and map a wider area using the MS seal survey data which has ADD information – needing help with this so
might not get this done by our meeting next week.

<< File: ADD workshop notes 25‐08‐15 ‐ FINAL.obr >> << File: ADDs and Aquaculture_DRAFT Internal note of
acoustic disturbance zones_CC 1‐03‐16.obr >> << File: Combined Reg 33 & MOP ‐ version 3 ‐ Inner Hebrides and the
Minches pSAC ‐ 23 February 2016.obr >>
<< File: ADD use SSPO data w modelled buffer ‐ North Minch.obr >> << File: ADD use SSPO data w modelled buffer ‐
Southern Sea of Hebrides.obr >>
The action points from the last workshop are below with some of my comments.
Is there anything else we can feed back for point 3?
Action points:
1. Salmon farming industry to provide information on ADD use to SNH (via SSPO, using the proforma provided) –
provided by end of October 2015.
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2. SNH to provide more information on the areas of “higher concern” within the respective dSAC’s. Caroline to
chat through the modelling approach and all caveats, and show maps produced (still working on this to
discuss). Potential implications for SSPO members – MOP discussion‐ if appropriate?
3. SNH to investigate knowledge gaps surrounding porpoise behaviour within the dSAC’s and consider options for
research. SARF research proposal, anything else?
4. SNH to consider the potential for using cetacean observation information from farms – we suggested this as a
MSc topic at MASTs/SNH research day which has attracted interest from a PhD student…
5. Future meetings: To be decided once the above action points are complete.
Cheers
Suz
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

@scottishsalmon.co.uk>
19 October 2016 10:40
Suzanne Henderson
RE: SSPO/SNH ADD working group

Hi Suz,
Sorry, I was off last week hence the delayed response. I will be meeting with the environment managers
next Tuesday and will canvas them for a date in early December and get back to you.
Best Regards

From: Suzanne Henderson [mailto:Suzanne.Henderson@snh.gov.uk]
Sent: 11 October 2016 11:03
To:
@scottishsalmon.co.uk>
Subject: SSPO/SNH ADD working group
Hi
Cathy mentioned you are catching up at the end of this month‐ but we are still keen to pull together an ADD working
group to discuss ADD use, best practice etc within the HP cSAC – an action from our last SSPO/liaison meeting.
We had thought towards the end of November might be good, but I have had a quick check of colleagues calendars
and we have a 2 day meeting 22/23rd Nov and Caroline is not available the following week. Perhaps early December
might be better?
Do you want to canvass for dates with some of your members. We can offer either Battleby or Inverness as locations
if helpful.
Cheers
Suz
Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk

--

**********************************************************************
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and
intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they
are addressed. If you have received this email in error please
notify the system manager or the sender.
Please note that for business purposes, outgoing and incoming
emails from and to SNH may be monitored.
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Tha am post-dealain seo agus fiosrachadh sam bith na chois
dìomhair agus airson an neach no buidheann ainmichte amhàin. Mas e gun d’ fhuair sibh am post-dealain seo le
mearachd, cuiribh fios dhan manaidsear-siostaim no neachsgrìobhaidh.
Thoiribh an aire airson adhbharan gnothaich, ‘s dòcha gun tèid
sùil a chumail air puist-dealain a’ tighinn a-steach agus a’ dol amach bho SNH.

**********************************************************************
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Liam Wright
05 May 2016 14:58
Cathy Tilbrook; Suzanne Henderson; Caroline Carter; Karen Hall
Iain Sime; Emma Philip; Krysia Campbell
SSPO Agenda and minutes
FINAL MINUTES - SSPO - SNH LIASION MEETING - APR 2015.obr; SNH - SSPO
liaison meeting agenda 10-4-16.obr

Hi there,
The agenda for Tuesday and the minutes from the last meeting are attached.
A few AP’s from the previous minutes but nothing major:
AP1: canvass for dates to hold joint SNH / SSPO seminar ‐ discharged
AP2: SNH to consider comments on draft guidance (wild fish) received from all consultees and convene working
group / management group discussions asap – discharged (I think) Iain has considered all comments and the
guidance is now sitting with SAC for comment / discussion / approval – I assume the SAC could relate to the working
group / management group referred to in this action?
AP3: SNH to share draft Management Options Paper for Sea of Hebrides pMPA with SSPO – discharged I assume
As you’ll see we have a few updates to provide on SPA designation progress, wild fish guidance and visualisation
(guidance for LAs and industry). Krysia has been in touch to say she will get something across to me before Tuesday.
I haven’t heard from Iain or Emma yet wrt. wild fish guidance and SPA designation – I’ll give you both a call shortly to
discuss.
Cheers,
Liam

Liam Wright | Marine Policy and Advice Officer ‐ Aquaculture
Coastal and Marine Ecosystem Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage | 1 Kilmory Industrial Estate | Lochgilphead | PA31 8RR
T: 01546 603611
E: liam.wright@snh.gov.uk
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Rhoda Davidson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Suzanne Henderson
22 March 2016 12:09
Jane Dodd; Andrew Campbell
Liam Wright
SSPO HP dSAC pre consultation discussions
ADD use - Inner Hebrides and the Minches_MS_Licence data.obr; ADD use - Inner
Hebrides and the Minches_MS_Licence data_Fullmap.obr; ADD use - Inner
Hebrides and the Minches_MS_Licence data_North.obr; ADD use and all active sites
- Inner Hebrides and the Minches.obr; ADD use SSPO data w modelled buffer North Minch.obr; ADD use SSPO data w modelled buffer - Southern Sea of
Hebrides.obr; ADDs and Aquaculture_DRAFT Internal note of acoustic disturbance
zones_CC 1-03-16.obr

Jane, Andrew,
Attached are the maps we produced along with Caroline’s method for the modelling of acoustic disturbance zones.
There are 2 buffers (with lots of caveats due to unknowns!): one for terecos ‐50m – but so small it is represented by
a cross, and the other ADDs – 2500m.
There are two SSPO data maps and these are for the 2 original HP dSAC areas which we asked SSPO for their data
(2015 info).
There are 3 MS licence data maps ‐ I did these using the data in the seal licence info Oana sent me (2014/15 info).
I tried to do something with the information on how often the ADDs are being used – hence the different colours.
There maybe other sites which were not in the seal licence data information – but are still active fish farm sites‐ that
we might have missed – see the all active sites map.
Discussions were more about assurances that we would not be suggesting a complete ban on ADDs, but more about
working with them to reduce noise pollution particularly in areas of higher risk (SoMull), and a longer term goal of
other types of ADDs (if the low frequency ones prove to have no impacts on cetaceans).
We highlighted the ongoing work on CO.
The new Impact Assessment by MS – shows a small financial impact on industry and SSPO seemed happy with that
too.
Note we have not spoken directly to actual companies yet – SSPO were tasked in doing that, but a meeting is
planned in April some time.

Cheers
Suz

Dr Suz Henderson
Marine Policy and Advice Officer
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems Unit
Scottish Natural Heritage
Great Glen House
Leachkin Road
Inverness
IV3
Direct Dial: 01463 725238
Email: Suzanne.henderson@snh.gov.uk
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Industry / SNH Liaison Meeting
10th May 2016
1. Present
2. Apologies

3. SPA Update
A brief update was provided on proposals to consider the designation of a suite of new
marine SPAs. Key points were a) as of 10th May Marine Scotland had not yet published a
final report following the workshops held in March; b) no decision yet from Ministers on
whether / when the proposed SPAs will go to formal consultation.
Some questions were raised regarding the science used to select sites. It was noted that
there will be an opportunity for industry to raise any issues during the formal consultation
process.
4. Harbour Porpoise SAC Update
4.1 Consultation - A brief update on the consultation process was provided by SNH. Final
date for representations was 18th May. The key concern for industry relates to management
measures in relation to the use of ADDs within and close to site boundary.
4.2 ADDs – SNH provided a presentation relating to modelling work used to help understand
the scale of underwater noise emanating from ADDs used within the site boundary. SNH
highlighted that while it is possible to model sound propagation it is difficult to predict what
effect that sound will have on cetaceans as behavioural response is highly context driven.
In-house modelling indicated that most ADDs in current use could cause disturbance up to
2.5km from source (other literature suggests potentially greater distances for harbour
porpoise). The exception related to the Teracos model which has a reduced possible
disturbance range of only 50-100m from source, primarily due to the lower sound output
level. Other variables will also influence sound propagation and subsequent risk of
disturbance but are not straightforward to model and will therefore have to be taken in to
account on a site-by-site basis (such as shadowing effect of islands etc).
Initial thoughts are that ADDs will not be a major concern for most of the SAC (the exception
being areas which are identified as high cumulative risk / narrow straits where there may be
barriers to passage). However, it is likely that a more formal arrangement will be required, in
terms of how ADDs are used, to ensure potential risks are minimised.
Concerns were raised by industry that the SAC status would result in more sites not being
allowed to use ADDs without formal permission to do so (i.e. more frequent implementation
planning conditions). SNH indicated that this may not necessarily be the case. However,

there would be changes in terms of the assessment process that is required (new sites
inside the SAC will require Habitats Regulation Appraisal and possible Appropriate
Assessment prior to planning consent being granted).
Industry suggested developing best practice measure by focusing closely on 2 or 3 higher
cumulative risk areas. The measures developed in these areas could subsequently be
applied more widely across the SAC, if required.
Key areas of higher cumulative risk / barrier effects were deemed to be the Sound of Mull,
Lismore, west of Mull and the Sound of Raasay but it may also be necessary to think about
other areas in due course.
AP1 – Establish a ‘working group’ with SNH, MS, and operators in these key areas to
develop best practice guidelines to apply across the site.
It was highlighted by industry that the requirements of some accreditation schemes such as
freedom foods require operators to undertake certain management measures in order to
retain accreditation. Concerns were raised that if a seal attack takes place and ADDs were
not used as a form of defence that this could risk accreditation being lost.
Retaining Freedom Foods accreditation is deemed by industry to be a major barrier in
reducing ADD use.
AP 2 - SNH to seek discussions with Freedom Foods regarding ADD use inside the
Inner Hebrides and the Minches pSAC.
Similar concerns were raised regarding the legal responsibility that operators have to protect
the welfare of their stock; ADDs are deemed by industry as an essential element of this
protection.
Further work is required to help understand why certain ADDs work in some locations but
not in others. A suggestion was made that this may be something that could be pursued
through SARF or MASTs.
It was noted that it will be important to understand how industry uses ADDs and specifically
to clarify what is meant by certain terms such as ‘continuous use’ and ‘intermittent use’ as
interpretation of these terms will differ between farm managers.
A suggestion was made that the wording of the annual seal licensing survey could be
amended to clarify these terms and subsequently capture more detail which could be used
to help guide management measures.
AP3 – SNH / MS to discuss amended wording of annual SOI survey to capture the
information required to guide further management / best practice development. SSPO
to comment on any proposed changes.
4.3 EPS Licencing – Industry questioned whether the designation of the SAC would have an
influence on the requirement for EPS licensing.
It was pointed out by SNH that there is currently a discrepancy between how EPS licencing
is applied to aquaculture when compared to other industries, such as marine renewables.
Though this issue does need to be addressed to ensure a joined up national approach is
being taken to the use of ADDs in relation to EPS licencing, it is not an issue which will be
influenced by the designation of the SAC.

Industry expressed concerns over confusion in the way that EPS licensing is currently
handled.
SNH noted these concerns and pointed out that in fact they are only obliged to provide
advice to MS-LOT on whether the favourable conservation status of the EPS would be
affected.
AP4 – SNH and MS to further discuss the interplay between planning permission and
EPS licencing and clarify the roles and responsibilities of SNH and MS-LOT
5. Wild Fish Guidance
SNH provided an update to inform industry that the wild fish Natura guidance has now been
through QA with their Scientific Advisory Committee and has now been signed-off and a final
version has been circulated.
SSPO had not had an opportunity to discuss the final version internally but indicated they
would provide a further response, for SNH to have on record.
Industry expressed concern that they would be responsible for undertaking monitoring as
defined in the approach to assessing risk to the SAC features as defined in the guidance.
SNH indicated that for sites potentially impacting an SAC the intention would not be to place
the entire responsibility for all monitoring on industry. The intention is to use existing data in
combination with new data on wild fish populations as part of the decision making process.
There may also be scope to utilise RAFTS as part of wider monitoring measures, though the
technical group need to discuss and clarify the detail further.
AP5 SNH to clarify what is meant by ‘regional farm management groups’ as defined in
the guidance
6. Aquaculture Visualisation Guidance
SNH provided an update on proposed guidance on the preparation of visualisations for the
aquaculture sector. Work is currently ongoing to draft a broad structure for this guidance;
once this has been done SNH will be contacting industry to discuss their needs with the
intention of incorporating in to the final guidance.
Guidance will apply to both shellfish and finfish sectors.
It was noted that Highland Council seem to have taken a harder stance on the preparation of
visualisations, expecting aquaculture industry to adhere to the same standards as are
expected of the renewables industry.
It was noted that Argyll Council are also seeking a standard approach to the preparation of
aquaculture visualisations.
AP6 - SNH will be in touch with industry in the coming months to discuss this further.
7. AOB
is the new lead on aquaculture for THC following the departure of key
aquaculture specialists.
8. DONM

Liaison meeting scheduled for autumn 2016. Additional targeted meetings are likely to take
place prior to this to discuss ADD working groups.

